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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is a collection of five articles about the interaction of IR 
laser radiation (9 - Ιΐμπι) with molecules and clusters 
The first chapter is the result of two visits of four months altogether, 
to the Laboratory of Molecular Spectroscopy, at Frascati, Italy Multiple pho­
ton excitation of SiH, in a low pressure opto-acoustic cell was examined A con­
tinuously tunable C0„ TE laser was used to excite the SiH. molecules in a one- or 
2 4 
multiple-photon process After comparison with the well known linear absorption 
spectrum, multiple photon transitions could be identified Calculations by С I 
and G Pierre made it possible to assign several two-photon transitions [1] 
The other four chapters in this thesis deal with the excitation of small 
clusters In a molecular beam small complexes of C.H., NH_, SF., SiF, and SiH, 
2 4 3 b 4 4 
were produced Beam conditions were optimized to favour the production of di-
mers A line tunable CO laser was used to excite the formed clusters Absorp­
tion of one photon is followed by a rapid dissociation, the dissociation 
fragments disappear from the beam axis, which results in a decrease of the beam 
signal Small (laser induced) variations of the molecular beam intensity (about 
one part in 5*10 ) could be observed due to a sensitive bolometer, which was 
placed rather close (400 mm) to the interaction point of laser and molecules 
Using phase sensitive techniques dissociation spectra were obtained, which show 
rather broad (FWHM = 2 - 12 cm ) structures The observed linewidth has been 
related to transitions involving the excitation of internal degrees of freedom 
of the complex The linewidth of these transitions yields a lower limit of the 
pre-dissociation lifetime of the excited cluster 
In the dimer spectrum of С H, combination bands of the v.-vibration with a 
van der Waals mode have been observed Hot-band transitions due to the same van 
der Waals mode were predicted, and have been observed recently in Gottingen by 
Buck et al [2] Observation of rotational fine structure with a linewidth of 
10 MHz (FWHM) sets a lower limit of 16 ns for the lifetime of the excited dimer 
Present experimental data are supported by recent calculations of Hutson et al 
[3] which predict a lifetime of = 5*10 s for the C.H, dimers 
The IR-dissociation of NH_ dimers provided evidence that the two NH mole­
cules in the complex are not equivalent Furthermore, a tunneling motion is 
held responsible for a splitting in ground- and excited states of the dimer. 
This assumption leads to a satisfying explanation of the observed spectra. 
The structure of dimers constitued by high symmetry molecules, (like SF , 
b 
SiF, and SiH,) is mainly determined by the intermolecular distance R. Taking in-
to account the resonant dipole-dipole interaction for the excited complexes al-
lowed a satisfactory fit of the observed spectra, except for SiH . The 
linewidth of the spectral structures of SF^- and SiF, dimers could be reproduced 
rather well, if one allows free rotation of the molecules in the complex. 
Some mixed clusters have also been investigated and spectral information on 
the NH-SiH, dimer has been obtained for the first time. 3 4 
Finally, saturation effects for the dissociation of SF, dimers are dis-
o 
cussed in a theoretical paper. 
Small clusters of light molecules, like C.H, and NH dimers, may be present 
in the atmosphere of the cold planets of the solar system and in the interstel-
lar space, they may also escape from the nucleus of comets. Apart from their as-
trophysical interest, the present experiments may be relevant for laser induced 
isotope separation processes (see chapter 1 and h) . 
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CHAPTER 1 
MULTIPLF-PHOTON EXCITATION SPFCTRA OF SiH 4 
Mb ASURED IN THE 10 μιη RANGE BY A CONTINUOUSLY TUNABLE СО
г
 LASER 
M SNELS ', R LARCIPRETE 2, R FANTONI, E BORSFLLA and A GIARDINI-GUIDONI 
ENEA Dipartmenlo TIB CRL· С Ρ 65 00044 Franali Rome Italy 
Received 24 August 1985 m final form 8 October 1985 
SiH.) absorption of 10 μ m laser radiation from a continuously tunable C0 2 laser has been measured The occurrence of 
multiple photon excitation has been shown from comparison with linear absorption spectra and from the dependence of some 
peak intensities upon laser fluence 
1. Introduction 
In the present paper S1H4 laser excitation has been 
investigated in the 10 μπι region by using a continu­
ously tunable pulsed CO2 laser Nowadays interest in 
studying the mechanism of SiH4 laser excitation 
anses because this molecule is the starting material 
for most thm-film silicon deposition and silicon-con­
taining powder production [1] While in the past thin 
films were produced via plasma-enhanced chemical 
vapour deposition (CVD) and special silicon powder 
by conventional gas-phase chemical reaction after 
S1H4 pyrolysis [2], more recently several methods 
utilizing IR laser photolysis of SiH4 are developing 
for both processes of industrial ш te rest In fact effec­
tive heating of S1H4 molecules up to their decompo­
sition threshold can be achieved when a gaseous 
sample is irradiated by laser radiation tuned over the 
CO2 10/jm branches 
Due to the peculiarity of both S1H4 infrared ab 
sorption spectra (see next paragraph) and to the 
unusual experimental conditions under which S1H4 is 
irradiated to produce the required thin films or 
powders [3,41, " l s of great interest to investigate the 
mechanism through which the laser excitation occurs 
Up to now the occurrence of IR multiple-photon 
1
 Also at Fysisch Laboratonum Katholieke Universiteit 
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2
 fcNbA guest 
excitation up to dissociation threshold has been 
demonstrated on many different polyatomic mole­
cules [5] In particular at room temperature the im­
portance of a crowded rotational manifold in over­
coming the anharmomc bottleneck has been shown 
[6,7], while at low temperature (in supersonic beam 
experiments) the role of pure vibrational levels and 
sublevéis m each excitation ladder has been recogniz-
ed [8] 
In the IR photolysis of S1H4 at room temperature 
it is important to understand the effect of collisions 
on the photodissociation process It has been observ-
ed [9] that collisions are effective in increasing both 
the absorption probability and the dissociation yield 
Provided that the collisions are not effective m in-
creasing the absorption of the first few photons, a 
true coherent excitation occurs [5], otherwise the 
process involves a full thermodynamic redistribution 
of absorbed energy through fast intermolecular relaxa-
tions The observation in ref [10] of a sharply struc-
tured S1H4 absorption spectrum after irradiation by a 
line-tunable CO2 laser suggested an IR multiple-photon 
excitation The present investigation, earned out with 
a continuously tunable CO2 laser in different pressure 
and fluence ranges, will throw more light on possible 
two- and three-photon resonant absorption m S1H4 
3 
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2 S1H4 IR absorption spectrum 
In comparison with much studied molecules as 
SF 6 , CFjBr, CF3I and others, S1H4 has a very large 
rotational constant (B
e
 = 2 86 c m - 1 ) [11], which ex 
ceeds the laser resolution (0 1 2 - 0 15 c m - 1 ) and the 
expected power broadening ( < 0 1 c m - 1 for 10* 
W/cm2) This means that the rotational manifolds of 
the strong IR-active «^  vibrational mode and the IR-
inactive i^ vibration give a very broad absoption spec­
trum from 850 to 1100 c m - 1 at room temperature 
[12,13] The IR-forbidden v2 vibration (972 1 c m - 1 ) 
becomes partially IR-allowed through a strong 
Conohs interaction with the vi mode (913 3 c m - 1 ) , 
and appears clearly m the linear absorption spectrum 
First-order Conohs interaction, splitting Ihe levels of 
the three fold degenerate !>4 mode, has to be included 
m a simple i>2, P4 energy-level scheme which can be 
used to calculate multiple-photon resonances excited 
by 10 μιτι laser radiation 
ЕиУ*
= υ2ω2 * "г("г - Охгг + υ*ω* 
+ М^ - 1)Х44 + V2W24 + BJ(J - 1) + F
и
 , (1) 
where F* is the ^ Conohs splitting and has the 
values [14] 
φ > - 2 β ί 4 ( / + 1 ) , Ff»--1B(4, 
Fg = -2ВЦ/ 
Even by using this strongly approximated expression, 
neglecting higher-order terms such as anharmonic 
splitting m the tetrahedral field and centrifugal dis­
tortions [15], and taking into account only an effec­
tive В value avaraged over the molecular vibrations, 
it is not possible to predict multiple-photon reso­
nances In fact, among the constants appearing m 
the abovementioned energy level expression, besides 
Vj and ¡>4, only the value of the rotational constant 
В and of the Conohs interaction in the i>4 mode are 
known (f4 = 0 50) [12] In particular the anhar-
monicity constant X44 is unknown, due to the fact 
that for symmetry reasons ( ^ is a perpendicular vibra­
tion of a spherical top molecule) the intensity of the 
0 -» 2 transition in the C4 mode is expected to be very 
weak (only the / ^ component is allowed) Apart 
from IR Fourier transform measurements [16], this 
missing value could be obtained either measuring the 
0 -» 3 overtone transition as has been done for the v^ 
mode of SFg in a multipass cell with a diode laser 
[17], or measurmg in a double-resonance expenment 
the V4 1 -» 2 hot band (an analogous measurement 
has been done on SF 6 [18] and CH4 [19]) Another 
alternative is to measure directly the ^4 0 •* 2 overtone 
in a Raman spectroscopy experiment [20]. 
Smce the excited level scheme of S1H4 is not 
known, present data, measured with the apparatus 
described in section 3 and reported in section 4, are 
discussed only on the basis of available high-resolu­
tion linear absorption data [12] Even without a 
theoretical treatment, some useful results have been 
obtained which can help us to understand the process 
of laser-induced S1H4 photodissociation, as explained 
in the conclusion of this paper (section 5) 
3 Experimental 
For an investigation of significant portions of the 
absorption spectra in which multiple-photon excita­
tion could be observed, it is necessary to use a high-
power continuously tunable laser together with a 
senstive detection system In our apparatus, sketched 
in fig 1, the continuously tunable radiation was pro­
vided by a commercial (Lumomcs model TE 281) 
multimode pulsed source operatmg at 10 atm Due to 
high reflectivity optics, the laser was operated just 
above threshold, originatmg a quasi-single-mode initial 
pulse, followed by a short multimode tail (400 ns) 
[6] The initial pulse (100 ns fwhm) contained half of 
the total energy The laser resolution was measured to 
^ T t a M r H v l 
\ "vty I 
CO, 
spectrum 
continuously 
CO2 laser r 
varia bta 
attanualor 
pyro«i 
del 2 
»
9¿ Ь—preference edil f ) -
k~v opto acoustic cell 
trigger 
pyroei 
del 1 
groting movement 
HV set-read adjust 
I Faraday cage-
Fig. 1. The apparatus 
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be 0 12 ± 0 02 c m - 1 The laser ouput energy was 
monitored after a 10% beam-splitter by a pyroelectnc 
detector (Lumomcs model 20D) The intensity of the 
laser pulse could be monitored by means of a fast 
detector (Molectron P3) The frequency calibration 
was accomplished by measuring the attenuation 
spectrum on another fraction of the laser beam sent 
to a reference cell (1 m long) filled with several tenths 
of a Torr ot NHj and then to a second pyroelectnc 
detector The NH3 linear spectrum is charactenzed 
by several well resolvable peaks in the 10 д т region 
[21], corresponding to symmetric and asymmetric ^ 
vibrorotational transitions 
In order to reveal the presence of possible small 
features in the non-hnear excitation spectra of S1H4, 
a previously desenbed [22] opto-acoustic cell has 
been used to measure the absorption This device 
works on the principle that the maximum of the 
opto-acoustic signal envelope is proportional to the 
average energy absorbed by the molecules The call 
bration of the microphone response was accomplished, 
at fixed fluences, by measuring the beam attenuation 
in the same cell by means of two calibrated pyroelec 
trie detectors Furthermore, since the opto-acoustic 
signal may not be completely linear with the absorbed 
energy if the laser fluence is varied over one order 
of magnitude [22], the measurements of absorbed 
energy versus laser fluence have also been done with 
the conventional attenuation technique Variations 
in laser fluence have been obtained using beam splitters 
and rotating Brewster plates, so that the time profile 
of the laser pulse was unchanged ЛИ the measure 
ments were performed at room temperature, although 
the opto-acoustic cell can be cooled [7], because S1H4 
cold spectra would be shifted out of the CO2 laser 
emission 
Great care has been taken to shield very carefully 
the apparatus from the laser discharge noise The ex­
periment was computer controlled by a TMS 9900 
based microcomputer taking care of data acquisition 
and processing The computer also set the laser output 
energy within a small range by varying the laser dis­
charge energy (HV power supply) and movmg the 
laser emission frequency through a synchronous 
motor mounted on the grating 
A deposition cell, in which slices of different 
materials could be placed close (parallel or perpen­
dicular geometry) to the laser radiation and heated to 
400°C by a suitable resistor, has also been used to ob­
tain film and powder depositions Experiments have 
been performed at different S1H4 pressures in the 
presence of additional Ar or N2 as buffer gas The 
gaseous sample has been irradiated by using both the 
pulsed source (Lumomcs TfcA model 102) and a COj 
cw laser (Molectron model IR 250) Fluorescence 
emitted in the S1H4 decomposition process has been 
observed in the deposition cell A detailed study of 
this fluorescence will be the subject of a forthcoming 
paper [23] 
4 Results and discussion 
Preliminary measurements of S1H4 spectra were 
performed in this apparatus by substituting the con­
tinuously tunable source with the line-tunable TEA 
CO2 laser Spectra similar to the one reported in ref 
[10] have been measured at a laser fluence 0 = 0 3 
J/cm2 at different S1H4 pressures The average num­
ber of absorbed photons ((n> = 0 6) measured on 1 
Torr of gas at φ = 0 5 J/cm2 and ω = 944 2 c m - 1 
( 10P20) was in good agreement with ref [10] 
In comparison with ref [10], a broader range of 
wavenumbers on the CO2 R branch was scanned and 
an extra maximum between R32 and R34 was found 
The overall absorption measured on 1 Torr of S1H4 
m this region was lower than in the previous data 
[10], whereas the maximum on the 10R24 was much 
less pronounced Strong features, especially on the Ρ 
branch, were found in all the investigated ranges 
These structures were still present when the overall 
pressure was increased to 11 Torr by adding Ar as a 
buffer gas Since a lot of linear transitions occur in 
S1H4 between the CO2 laser lines [12], it was impos­
sible to discuss these roughly scanned spectra in terms 
of Imear or non linear resonances 
Absorption spectra of SiH4 were obtained operat­
ing the continuously tunable CO2 laser on the most 
intense parts of the 10 цт Ρ and R branches and 
scanning the laser frequency in steps of about 0 05 
c m
- 1
 Two spectra measured on the Ρ branch are 
shown in fig 2, while results obtained on the R 
branch are reported m fig 3 Data of figs 2 and 3 
have been measured using the optoacoustic cell filled 
with 1 Torr of pure S1H4 at two different laser 
fluences, 0 13 J/cm2 (a) and 0 05 J/cm2 (b) Error 
5 
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Im abs. (orb unrts) 
Ί ! 
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Fig. 2. Sitt) (p = 1 Torr) opto-acoustic spectra measured on 
thelÛMmCOj Pbranchatiji = 0.13J /cmJ (a) and at φ = 
0.05 J /cm2 (b), compared with the reconstructed linear ab­
sorption spectrum (c). 
bars on each data point were between ±5% and ±10% 
of the measured value. At the bottom of the same 
figures (c) a linear absorption spectrum of SiH4, cal­
culated for the present experimental conditions, is 
shown for comparison. This spectrum is based on 
linear absorption data [12], using for each transition 
Fig. 3. SÌH4 (p = 1 Torr) opto-acoustic spectra measured on 
the 10 (im COj R branch at φ = 0.13 J/cm2 (a) and at φ = 
0.05 J/cm2 (b), compared with the reconstructed linear ab­
sorption spectrum (c). 
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the measured position and calculated relative intensity 
(since some of them are not resolved in the Fourier 
transform IR spectra) [12,13] A Lorentzidn profile 
for the absorption lines has been assumed, the laser 
resolution as well as the power broadening occurring 
at φ = 0 05 J/cm2 have been taken into account 
Those factors are mainly responsible for the width 
measured on each peak (pressure broadening at ρ = 
1 Torr is negligible) 
Both spectra have some general features in common 
The average number of absorbed photons per mole 
cule, calibrated as discussed in section 3, is rather low, 
being almost an order of magnitude lower than in 
heavier molecules, e g CF3I [7] and SF 6 [24] An 
explanation could be that when the first few vibra­
tional levels of S1H4 are excited with low laser inten­
sity (ƒ < 1 MW/cnr), each sublevel of the rotational 
manifold contributes to a single transition, in most 
cases well resolved from all others of the same species 
If this excitation scheme holds, the rotational relaxa 
Hon during the laser pulse cannot be effective m 
increasing the absorption in the first vibrational levels 
at any fixed frequency (Δν = 0 12 c m - 1 against 2B = 
5 72 c m - 1 ) For the same reason saturation of the 
single vibrorotational linear transition should quite 
easily be observed 
By comparing data in figs 2 and 3 with the cal­
culated linear spectrum, there are some extra peaks 
Their intensities are strongly sensitive to the laser 
fluence (1 e to the laser intensity, since the time 
profile of the laser pulse does not change), and they 
are superimposed on a saturated linear absorption 
spectrum Most of the extra peaks appear in fig 2, 
Table 1 
List of S1H4 multiple-photon resonances observed in figs 2 and 3 
Frequency 
(cm"1) 
933 84 
934 73 
935 12 
93S76 
936 19 
936 40 
938 12 
938 26 
938 97 
939 42 
Measured 
width (cm-1 ) 
0 38 
0 22 
0 22 
0.22 
0 28 
0 16 
016 
0 18 
0 13 
014 
where the frequency region from 933 to 954 c m - 1 is 
scanned The spectra reported in fig 3 ( 9 6 8 - 9 8 4 
c m
- 1
 ) seem to reproduce mainly saturated linear 
absorption Table 1 gives the frequency position 
together with the measured width (fwhm) for the 
extra peaks 
We give a short comment about differences be­
tween the results shown in figs 2 and 3,1 e why at 
the same fluence the extra peaks are more abundant 
on the low-frequency region of the spectrum In the 
low-frequency region (fig 2) linear transitions be­
tween vibrorotational levels of the v^ R branch (8 < 
J < 18) occur (see ref [12] for their assignment), 
whereas in the high frequency region (fig 3) transi­
tions in the Q branch (3 <J< 14) of the IR forbid­
den i>2 mode are dominant ( 11 < J < 13 R compo 
nents of the 1^ are also present) [12] The Coriohs 
coupling with C4 makes this mode weakly IR active, 
but its band intensity is much lower than 1*4 This 
fact should also affect the multiple-photon excitation 
probability, yielding only a few possible non-linear 
features in fig 3 This behaviour is in agreement with 
what has been observed in SF 6 [25] and C2H4 [26] 
weak IR bands (such as for instance overtones or 
combination bands) show a much higher threshold 
for the onset of multiple-photon excitation, as well as 
a lower cross section in single-frequency excitation 
Data in fig 3 allowed us to ascertain that the sharp 
peak found by ref [10] at 978 5 cm" 1 (10R24) 
cannot be a multiple-photon resonance Since satura­
tion of this peak is clearly observed when laser (luence 
is increased, it appears to be a convolution of a few 
linear transitions (some Q(10) and Q(6) multiplets 
Frequency 
(cm"') 
944 32 
947 68 
947 78 
95049 
95154 
952 22 
952 57 
970 58 
974 25 
977 00 
Measured 
width (cm-1 ) 
0 17 
0.23 
0 30 
0.33 
0.21 
0.23 
0.12 
0 42 
0 68 
0 44 
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falling between 978 3 and 978 5 cm - 1 [12] ) within 
the laser bandwidth (almost the same as for ref [ 10] ) 
The occurrence of non-linear processes, producing 
the extra peaks shown in fig 2, has been checked 
measuring the behaviour of several structures varying 
the laser fluence over one order of magnitude without 
affecting the pulse time profile Although it is well 
known that the dependence on laser fluence is not 
the best way to investigate non-linearity [27], it has 
to be stressed that in the present experiment it was 
not possible to modify the pulse shape into a square 
single-mode pulse with variable length, as done for 
instance in ref [28] without losing the tunabdity 
Some typical results of the measurements performed 
by varying laser ñuence are shown in figs 4a-4c 
where at the bottom (d) the corresponding enlarged 
section of the multiple-photon and Imear spectra are 
reported In fig 4a the slope versus laser fluence has 
been measured on a linear peak which is the convolu-
tion of R~( 13) and R"(l5) multiplets [12])а1ы = 
946 7 c m - 1 In fact the expected slope « 1 has been 
found in the fluence range from 1 8 X 1 0 - 2 to 5 0 X 
1 0 - 2 J/cm2, followed by linear absorption saturation 
(slope « 0 5 [7] ), and again the slope equals 1 in the 
higher fluence range from 7 X 1 0 - 2 to 3 X 10 _ 1 
J/cm2 In fig 4b some non-Unear contribution seems 
to be superimposed to the linear absorption peak at 
ω = 944 3 cm- 1 (R-(l 2) multiplet [12]) Aslope 
between 1 and 2 has been found in the fluence range 
from 8 X Ю - 2 to 4 X Ю - 1 J/cm2, suggesting the 
presence of one or more two photon resonances A 
more complicated situation is shown in fig 4c, where 
the structure at ω = 947 7 c m - 1 , which is absent in 
the linear spectrum, should be a convolution of two-
and three-photon transitions falling within the laser 
resolution In fact there is initially a slope =»2, then 
saturation for two-photon transition (slope « 1 [7| ), 
and finally the slope is 2.5 ± 0 5 measured in the 
highest fluence range. In this case the onset of proces­
ses of different order and their respective saturation 
originate the step-like behaviour with several different 
slopes observed in different fluence ranges 
In our opinion fig. 4 shows that the extra peaks 
observed on SiH4 laser absorption spectra are IR mul­
tiple-photon resonances, for which the initial and 
final states on the v^ vibrorotational ladder are not 
known Preliminary results of investigations on Iv^, 
»2 + "Ч und 2i'4 [16] cannot be used to identify any 
of the final states for the transition listed in table 1, 
since the analysis is restricted to the 1961-1967 
c m
- 1
 range 
In discussing the structures observed m the present 
spectra of S1H4 it should be kept in mind that also 
population resonances on certain excited levels might 
be generated for high-intensity excitation (100-500 
GW/cm2) as the calculations performed in refs 
[29,30] for the O3 molecule show These other reso­
nances cannot be predicted on the simple basis of the 
positions of excited levels, since they occur as a con 
sequence of quantum interference in the dynamical 
calculation Since present knowledge of S1H4 excited 
states is not even sufficient to predict the resonances 
in ¿ multiStep scheme, calculations like the ones sug-
gested by Quack and Sutchffe [29,30] to investigate 
the occurrence of population resonances m S1H4 are 
not yet possible Comparison of the intensity at 
which the present experimental data have been 
measured with those of the spectra calculated in ref 
[30], shows that we are far from measuring such ef-
fects This hypothesis is also supported by the presence 
m figs 2 and 3 of most of the linear absorption peaks, 
which in Quack's model could be cancelled by the 
occurrence of quantum interference phenomena 
For practical applications it has to be emphasized 
that one of the non-linear structures found at ω = 
944 3 cm" ' is on resonance with the 10P20 laser line 
which is commonly used as excitation frequency in 
laser induced photodecomposition 
5 Conclusions 
The present work has given the first experimental 
evidence of multiple photon excitation of S1H4 mole­
cules The non-linear excitation has been verified at 
low laser fluences 10~ 2 -10 _ 1 J/cm2 for a pressure 
range of 10~1-1 Torr Under these conditions less 
than one photon per molecule is absorbed, at several 
laser frequencies this occurs through resonances ab­
sent m the linear spectrum Multiple-photon excita­
tion seems to be important in the first step of the 
absorption also when a Ime tunable laser is used for 
excitation, smee some non linear transitions are 
found in coincidence with the CO2 emission lines of a 
low pressure laser source This is true especially in 
the case of the strong 10P20 laser line As already 
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suggested for a lot of heavier molecules, it is possible 
that after excitation through the first few levels the 
absorption process goes through a very crowded 
manifold of levels m which the collision-assisted redis­
tribution of the absorbed energy may help to reach 
and overcome the dissociation threshold. A discussion 
of this point requires further investigation on the ab­
sorption of S1H4 up to highly excited states 
Furthermore, in the course of this work, dissociat­
ing S1H4 by means of resonant laser absorption, ex­
perimental indications have been obtained that S1H4 
pressure and laser fluence affect strongly the physical 
and chemical properties of the deposit. In fact, in 
agreement with ref [31 ], our preliminary measure­
ments performed in the cell mentioned in section 3, 
allowed us to observe that low pressure and low flu­
ence favour the deposition of amorphous hydro-
genated silicon films, while high pressure and high 
fluence produced mainly crystalline silicon powders. 
These results have been obtained both with a pulsed 
TEA CO2 laser and with a continuous cw CO2 laser 
tuned on 10P20 
Further work is in progress monitoring the disso­
ciation together with the absorption under different 
conditions of excitation m order to understand 
whether different processes occurring in the absorp­
tion of the first few photons can affect the properties 
of the final products in the deposition. 
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ASSIGNMENT OF TWO-PHOTON TRANSITIONS IN SIH (*) 
exp 
Δν 
exp 
2v 
exp cale assignment 
936.19 0.28 
936.40 0.16 
947.68 
948.78 
950.49 
952.22 
952.57 
974.25 
977.00 
0.23 
0.30 
0.33 
0.23 
0.12 
0.68 
0.44 
1872.38 
1872.80 
1895.36 
1897.56 
1900.98 
1872.25 
1872.46 
1872.62 
1873.06 
1894.91 
1895.71 
1897.09 
1900.60 
1904.44 1904.71 
1905.14 1905.06 
1948.50 1948.88 
1954.00 1954.34 
1954.28 
36 % 2v4(E) 54 % 2v4(F2) 
42 X 2v4(E) 54 X 2v4(F2) 
50 X 2v4(E) 44 X 2v4(F2) 
44 X 2v4(E) 48 X 2v4(F2) 
98 X v 2+v 4 (F2) 
100 Χ υ 2+ν 4 (F1) 
20 X v 2+v 4 (Fp 
78 X v 2+v 4 CF2) 
66 X v 2+v 4 (Fj) 
30 X v 2+v 4 (F2) 
54 % 2v4(E) 42 % 2v4(F1) 
55 X 2v4(E) 42 X 2v4(F2) 
99 X 2v2(E) 
15 X (v2+v4)(F1) 
61 X (v2+v4)(F2) 11 X 2v4(F2) 
85 % (v2+v4)(F1) 
10 X (v2+v4)(F2) 
* -1 
All frequencies are in cm 
Very recently G. Pierre et al [1] have measured the linear absorption spec­
trum of SiH, between 840 and 1040 cm . From the analysis of that spectrum they 
have obtained the effective parameters in the Hamiltonian for the dyades v„ and 
v, . Their data have been used to calculate two-photon transitions (2v„, 2v, and 
v.+v,) which allowed assignment of some multiple photon resonances observed in 
[2]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
VAN DER WAALS MODES AND ROTATIONAL FINE STRUCTURE IN C 2 H 4 DIMERS 
M SNELS, R bANTONI ', M ZEN 2, S STOLTE and J REUSS 
Fysisch Laboratorium Katholieke Urmersitett Toernooneld 6'>25 ED Nijmegen The Netherlands 
Received 20 November 1985 
IR predissociation spectra for C2H4 dirners have been recorded using a cw CO2 laser as source of radiation and a Ge 
bolometer as detector Apart from the main peak around 952 c m - 1 two extra peaks at 916 and 986 3 c m - 1 have been 
observed Those two peaks are discussed in terms of \an der Waals combination modes and from their relative intensities 
dimcr temperatures in He seeded beams have been obtained Observed peaks show rotational fine structure with a 10 MHz 
lincwidth which implies a predissociation lifetime of 16 ns 
L Introduction 
In the last ten years the predissociation of weakly 
bound van der Waals complexes has been studied both 
experimentally [1-6] and theoretically [7-12] Since 
van der Waals bonds are very weak, these clusters can 
only survive in a very cold and/or collisionless envi­
ronment which can be obtained in a supersonic ex­
pansion of gas through a nozzle In such a molecular 
beam the clusters formed can consist of two mole­
cules (dimers) or up to many hundreds [13,14], ap­
proaching even the situation of a solid-state matrix 
[13,16] Interaction of a cluster with photons of 
suitable frequency produces an excited van der Waals 
complex Since the absorbed energy usually exceeds 
the bond energy by far, intermolecular relaxation will 
provoke the rupture of the van der Waals bond In 
connection with this process a predissociation life­
time is introduced, which represents the lifetime of 
the excited complex 
One of the main problems of studying dimers is 
the fact that so-called duner spectra may partially 
originate from heavier clusters Mass spectra can give 
some indication about the concentrations of the dif­
ferent species, but since the fragmentation probabilities 
in the ionizer are not known, they will never give a 
1
 Permanent address fcNEA-Dip TIB, С R E., С Ρ 65 00O44 
Frascati Rome Italy 
2
 Permanent address IRST Tremo, 38050 Povo (TN) Italy 
definite answer about the punty of a duner spectrum 
Bolometnc detection suffers from the lack of mass 
selectivity, but has been shown to be a very sensitive 
tool to study IR dissociation of clusters [3,4] More­
over, one can use a bolometer m combination with a 
mass spectrometer, benefiting from the advantages 
of both 
Buck [17] proposed to select Offerent cluster 
species in a scattering experiment with time-of-fl]ght 
detection 
One of the most studied dimers, ^ H ^ j , can be 
considered as an intermediate case between very small 
clusters (diatomic-rare gas clusters or simple systems 
like ( N 2 ) 2 , ( C 0 2 ) 2 , ( N 2 0 ) 2 and (C 2 H 2 ) 2 ) and larger 
systems, like (СзН 4) 2 and substituted ethenes In 
most of these systems some fine structure has been 
found recently in the dissociation spectra [4,5,19] 
The C2H4 clusters have been studied extensively 
by several groups [18-24] using both mass spectrom­
eters [18-23] and bolometer detectors [19,24] For 
the frequency range around 3000 c m - 1 a FCL laser 
[19,24] or a low-resolution ОТО [23] has been used, 
for the 10 д т range CO2 lasers were employed [18, 
20-22] Liu et al [23] suggested some rotational 
structures, but were not able to resolve these with 
their low-resolution laser source The results of all 
those studies were broad absorption bands without 
any structure, containing contributions of dimers 
and heavier clusters Since no structure could be 
measured, the total linewidth has been attributed to 
13 
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lifetime broadening [7,20-24], although theory has 
not provided a relaxation mechanism which could 
give corresponding predissociation lifetimes of pico 
seconds 
2 Experimental 
The molecular beam apparatus is sketched in fig 
L The beam is produced by the supersonic expansion 
of a mixture of C2 H4 and He through a 30 μτη diam­
eter nozzle into a vacuum chamber which is evacuated 
by a 1000 i/s oil diffusion pump backed by a 80 m3/h 
rotary pump The nozzle temperature can be varied 
between —50 and 80 o C and is stabilized within 0 10C 
A conical skimmer of 600 Mm diameter separates 
the first chamber from the second one which is pumped 
by a 1000 8/s oil diffusion pump backed by the same 
80 m3/h rotary pump In this chamber the molecular 
beam is crossed by the radiation from a cw CO2 
laser This laser with a cavity length of 1 95 m can be 
operated single mode with 1 2 C 0 2 , 1 3 C 0 2 and N2O 
gas mixtures, providing more than 150 laser lines be 
tween 900 and 1050 c m - 1 The long-tune power 
stability of this laser is better than 1%, the frequency 
stability better than 1 MHz A piezo-electnc translator, 
mounted on the laser grating, allows a 75 MHz fine 
tunmg of the laser frequency within each single-
mode laser line The laser beam is focused to a spot 
of 0 8 mm diameter on the molecular beam axis 
The third chamber which contains the bolometer 
is pumped by a 3000 S/s oil diffusion pump backed 
by a 12 m3/h rotary pump Under typical source 
conditions, the pressures m the three chambers are 
^ = 1 0 - 4 - ] 0 - 3 Torr,p2 = 1 0 - 6 - 1 0 - 5 Ton and 
Pj = 1 0 - 7 Torr The distance between laser spot 
Fig L The apparatus 
and bolometer is 40 cm In the third chamber the mol­
ecules impinge on a doped Ge detector of 1 mm X 1 
mm (Infrared Laboratoriei) on a substrate of sapphire 
(2 mm X 5 mm) operated at 4.2 К The NEP at 4 2 
Kis4 8X IO"13 WHz-^.theresponsivity 5X 104 
V/W and the response time 2 5 ms During the mea 
surements the response time increases due to the so-
called cryofrost, which is the condensation of mole­
cules on the cold detector surface The bolometer is 
well shielded from external sources of heat radiation 
by screens at temperatures of 77 and 4 2 К and from 
the laser stray light by several screens between laser 
and detector 
The dissociation spectra were obtained working 
with a continuous molecular beam and modulating 
the radiation of the laser The modulated bolometer 
signal was amplified by a preamplifier (Infrared 
Laboratories LN-6C) and fed into a lock-in amphfier 
The lock-in signal has been averaged by microcomputer 
(Rockwell Aim 65), after subtracting the contribution 
of the stray light of the laser, 1 e the laser-induced 
signal without the presence of the molecular beam 
The detection of cluster dissociation by a bolometer 
has some serious drawbacks One of them is the lack 
of mass selectivity, another is that the heavier a 
cluster is the more efficiently its dissociation is de­
tected The third disadvantage is that cryofrost can 
be a severe problem in using other than very dilute 
mixtures For this reason we always worked with 
mixtures containing 2% or 5% C2H4 in He In the 
5% case our dynamical range was about 3000,1 e 
we can detect an effect 3000 times smaller than our 
maximum cluster dissociation signal (which is again 
1500 times smaller than the total molecular beam 
signal') This huge sensitivity is the mam advantage 
of the bolometer with respect to a mass spectrometer 
3 Results 
Since we want to study the IR predissociation of 
duners, we have to minimize the bolometer signal due 
to laser stray light and absorption of laser radiation 
by C2H4 monomers The stray light was suppressed 
very efficiently by directing the laser beam through a 
blackened tube with two 5 mm diameter holes to 
transmit the molecular beam The bolometer signals 
were corrected for the very small contribution of 
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the stray light which remained For all source con­
ditions used, we fortunately observed the total ab­
sence of an absorption signal from the Cjfy monomer, 
which is probably due to the fact that the few tran­
sitions which he within the laser bandwidth of 75 
MHz start from levels which are hardly populated at 
the low beam temperatures To check this assumption 
we measured the absorption of S F 6 for an expansion 
of 1% SFg in He Only a few absorption lines could 
be observed (near the N2O laser line RIO), which 
originate from very low lying levels [25] 
Using a mass spectrometer, previous IR dissociation 
measurements in the 10 (яп range [18,20,21] showed 
a tendency for the absorption bands originating from 
smaller clusters to broaden and shift towards the 
monomer frequency (949 c m - 1 ), whereas the bigger 
clusters yield narrower blue-shifted peaks Buck [26] 
observed m a scattering experiment that C2H4 duners 
yield a broader absorption band than do bigger clusters. 
Measurements with pure C2H4 (nozzle at 253 K) 
and with a mixture of 10% C2H4 in He (nozzle at 293 K) 
showed rather narrow ( < 12 c m - 1 ) peaks centered 
at 953 c m - 1 A 5% C2H4 in He mixture expanded 
through a room-temperature nozzle produced a broader 
(13 c m - 1 ) structure centered at 952 c m - 1 This in­
dicates a dominant presence of duners. 
Fig 2 shows three cluster dissociation spectra re­
corded for a mixture of 5% Cjfy in He with a 
source pressure of 5 atm; the source temperatures 
were 253 (2a), 293 (2b) and 323 К (2c) Fig 3 
cluster dissociation ( a u ) 
trvquency (cm ') 
Fig 2 Ouster dissociation spectra for an expansion of a 5% 
C2H4 in He mixture through a 30 мт diameter nozzle Source 
pressure » 5 atm, nozzle temperatures are 253 (a), 293 (b) 
and 323 К (с) 
cluster dissociation (a u ) 
юоо 
frequency (cm-1) 
Fig 3 Ouster dissocution spectrum for ал expansion of a 2% C2H4 m He mixture through a 30 μπι diameter nozzle Source pres­
sure 19 S atm, nozzle temperature 293 К 
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displays the spectrum measured for a mixture of 
2% C2H4 in He with a source pressure of 5 atm and 
a source temperature of 293 К The laser power was 
kept ar 5 W, focused to a spot of 0 8 mm diameter on 
the molecular beam We checked that up to 20 W the 
dissociation yield was linear with the laser power In 
figs 2 and 3 the solid line is the best fit for three 
Lorentzians through the measured points, the dotted 
lines represent the three individual Lorentzians An 
insert shows an enlargement of the section where the 
smallest peak was found 
In the cluster literature [20-22,24] a Lorentzian 
Imeshape has been mainly associated with a homo­
geneous broadening and a corresponding predissoci-
ation lifetime, in the present work we use it because 
it fits remarkably well the overal] predissociation spec-
tnim, without implying homogeneous broadening The 
positions of the peaks observed in these spectra, 
their fwhm and relative intensities are listed in table 
L The intensity of a peak is always the total area under 
the corresponding Lorentzian curve The reproduci 
bility of the measurements taken around 916 c m - 1 
was within 2% on different days, since this peak m 
fig 2b is about 10% higher than the wing of the mam 
peak, it is significant Fig 2c takes away any doubts 
on its presence 
The two peaks which are 36 c m - 1 red-shifted and 
34 3 c m - 1 blue shifted with respect to the mam ab 
sorption band, are probably due to van der Waals 
modes in С2Щ dimers In the commonly accepted 
parallel (slightly tilted) dimcr configuration [ 2 7 - 2 9 ] 
the out of-plane Cfy wagging mode of C2H4 should 
Table 1 
The positions of the peaks (cm"1 ), the full widths at 
figs 2 and 3 
nozzle temperature (K) 
positron peak A 
positron peak В 
position peak С 
fwhm peak A 
fwhm peak В 
fwhm peak С 
rallo С/В 
ratio А/С 
max signal (au) 
Fig 2a 
253 
952 6 
986 2 
114 
5 
1 1 
20 
couple very strongly with van der Waals stretching or 
bending modes The coupling of those modes with in-
plane fundamental modes of C2H4 is expected to be 
much weaker, which explains the absence of spectral 
structure due to van der Waals modes in the 3000 c m - 1 
range [19,24] 
Our measurements are the first experimental evidence 
of van der Waals modes in C2H4 dimers, whereas for 
C2H 4 -Ar and C2H4-Ne spectral structure has been 
observed previously [21] From fig 2a we can inter 
that the peaks at 916 and 986 3 c m - 1 belong only 
to the dimers In fact lower beam temperature en­
hances the production of heavier clusters and in 
creases the signal intensity of the main peak, but 
leaves the intensity of the other two unchanged 
Furthermore, measurements on a cooled (253 K) pure 
C2H4 beam have shown only the main peak centered 
around 953 cm ' (1 e the dimer concentration be 
came so low that the van der Waals combination mode 
was not observed at all) Cooling the nozzle for dif 
ferent seeding mixtures we have always observed a 
narrowing of the main peak with a small blue-shift 
of the maximum ( » 1 c m - 1 ) , together with a relative 
decrease in mtensity of the two satellites All these 
features confirm that data reported in fig 2 are 
essentially due to dimers 
The van der Waals bond in the C2H4 dimer has been 
desenbed by a potential well with a depth of about 
350 c m - 1 and a bond distance of about 4 A [ 2 7 -
29] From our measurements we find a van der Waals 
frequency v
vdv/ of about 36 c m
- 1
 ( 9 5 2 - 9 1 6 c m _ 1 ) 
If one assumes a Boltzmann distribution over the vi-
height (cm"1), and relative intensities (%) of the spectra in 
Fig 2b 
293 
916 
952 0 
986 4 
55 
12 9 
55 
35 
33 
70 
Fig 2c 
323 
916 
952 1 
986 4 
4 5 
13 8 
4 5 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
F« 3 
293 
9518 
986 2 
12 3 
41 
4 8 
21 
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brational levels in the van der Waals well, the population 
of the level υ follows from P(u) = ехр(-36 ІкТ
л
) 
A dimer temperature Т
л
 fits the ratio of the intensities 
measured at ν = ι>τ, - and ν = Pr. + v, 
vdW with 
vp =952 c m - 1 the center frequency of the mam peak 
We assume equal transition strengths for both transi­
tions For a nozzle temperature Гд of 293 К (fig 
2b) one finds Td = 15 2 ± 0 8 K, for T0 = 323 К (fig 
2c) one has T¿ = 16 6 ± 0 3 K, in case of 5% C2H4 
m He The temperature of the dimers is higher than 
the monomer temperature (about 7 K) under these 
beam conditions, since some of the heat of dimerization 
will remain as rotational and vibrational energy in the 
duner The number of collisions with the monomer is 
too small to provide a sufficient relaxation to the 
local translational temperature [30], and in addition 
He is not very effective in vibrational relaxation Once 
the observed peaks are assigned as difference and sum 
combmations of a dimer excitation CQ with a van der 
Waals mode ν-^ψ, the peak found at 916 c m - 1 yields 
the value of the van der Waals frequency itself while 
from the position of the peak at 986 3 c m - 1 we can 
deduce the cross anharmomcity constant x D v d w 
From 986 3 c m - 1 = Vjy + i>yäw + XDJV¿W follo*5 
XovrfW = - 1 7 c m - 1 This implies that there should 
be a hot band on the red shoulder of the mam peak, 
around 950 3 c m - 1 Such a hot band is seen m fig 
2c, it is less evident in fig 2b and is not at all present 
in the cold spectrum m fig 2a The other structures 
at the top (952 c m - 1 ) can be due to hot bands of 
other van der Waals modes or to rotational fine struc-
ture of the dimer This point is further discussed be-
low 
We also tned to find the overtone of the van der 
Waals mode, c D + 2^,1^, which is expected to have 
an intensity of 0 2% of the main peak A very broad 
peak (fwhm = 25 c m - 1 ) was indeed found around 
1020 c m - 1 in measurements performed on the 5% 
C2H4 mixture This peak seems too strong and too 
broad to be exclusively identified as the combination 
of Vp with the second harmonic of the van der Waals 
mode at 36 c m - 1 Perhaps this peak at 1020 c m - 1 
ongmates from another van der Waals combination 
with Vp, yielding c ¡ d w « 68 c m - 1 (neglecting the 
unknown cross anharmomcity constant of this mode 
•\dw + 1 ) ) 
As can be noticed m table 1 the widths for the van 
der Waals combmations have a very peculiar behaviour 
with respect to the main dimer peak at 952 c m - 1 We 
assume that the width of the »p peak is due to the 
internal degrees of freedom of the dimer, which is 
confirmed by the comparison between fig 2b and fig 
3 Under the same source conditions the most diluted 
mixture is the coldest, yielding a narrower width for 
the mam absorption peak, while the ratio m intensity 
of the van der Waals combinations with the former is 
unchanged In the dimer the coupling of the vD mode 
to the van der Waals modes depends on the configura-
tion of the complex This means that the width of the 
van der Waals peaks in the spectrum reflects the couphng 
probabilities with the vD In fact sum and difference 
combinations with v^jw = 36 c m - 1 show the same 
narrow width (fwhm = 4 5 c m - 1 ) , whereas a complete 
different width for the u'yiv/ « 68 c m - 1 mode could 
reflect a different intramolecular coupling 
During the measurements we were puzzled because 
the measured points near the top of the dimer peak 
(vp) seemed to deviate reproducibly from the 
Lorentzian while the points in the wings behaved 
cluster dissociation 
signal (α и ) 
Fig 4 Cluster dissociation signal on laser luie 10 μιη R38 with 
a laser power of 5 W Scan over 75 MHz 
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remarkably well Furthermore the point measured 
with the 10 д т R38 line of the COj laser (986 57 
c m
- 1
 ) near the top of the van der Waals peak vD + 
"vdW reproduced very badly Within the FSR of our 
laser a scan with the piezoelectric translator has been 
performed yielding a tunmg range of 75 MHz for each 
laser line For some laser lines we found two or three 
peaks (fwhm « 10 MHz) within the 75 MHz scan 
Fig 4 shows the result of a scan on 10R38 Similar 
results were found on 10R36 and 10R40 On the mam 
peak only 10P10 and 10P12 showed comparable 
structure, but less pronounced Other laser Unes 
showed no structure at all The observed line width 
of the rotational fine structure of 10 MHz gives us 
a lower limit for the predissociation lifetime of 16 ns 
This value agrees rather well with the upper limit of 
10 ns suggested recently by Mitchell et al [31] The 
relative intensity of the observed fine structures does 
depend on the beam temperature, whereas the position 
of the peaks does not This observation suggests that 
we are really dealing with rotational fine structure 
At this moment the small frequency range mvestigated 
(75 MHz on each laser line) does not allow us to give 
a satisfactory interpretation of the structure To obtain 
more information we shall employ a wave-guide laser 
with a FSR of 300 MHz 
An investigation around 3000 c m - 1 (in-plane vi­
brations of C 2 H 4 ) did not show any structure, although 
the resolution of the FCL laser should be sufficient to 
find structures similar to ours [19,24] The presence 
of fine structure may depend on the coupling between 
the excited mode and the van der Waals modes This 
will be a subject of further investigation 
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CHAPTER 3 
IR DISSOCIATION OF AMMONIA CLUSTERS 
M. SNELS, R. FANTONl", R. SANDERS AND W. LEO MEERTS 
Fysisch Laboratorium, Katholieke Universiteit 
Toernooiveld 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
ABSTRACT 
Dissociation spectra of NH, clusters have been recorded using a CW C0? laser. 
For the dimer two absorption bands have been found at 979 cm and 1004 cm , 
which originate from the excitation of two non-equivalent NH molecules. A tun-
neling motion is held responsible for the observed structure on one of these 
bands. Heavier NH clusters dissociate at frequencies between 1020 cm and 
1100 cm-'. The dissociation spectrum of the SiH,-NH complex shows one peak 
centered at 972.3 cm . 
"Permanent adress : ENEA-Dip. TIB, C.R.E., C.P. 65, 00044 Frascati, Roma, Italy 
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INTRODUCTION 
Recently several hydrogen-bonded complexes have been investigated using 
various experimental methods Klemperer and coworkers used microwave and infra-
red spectroscopic techniques to examine a series of complexes containing NH, 
produced in a molecular beam [1] Pine et al studied the dissociation spectra 
of (HF) and (HC1)_ in a static gas cell using a tunable difference-frequency 
laser [2] Equilibrium structures for some complexes could be established and 
valuable information on the internal motions have been obtained Dissociation 
energies have been found which are usually smaller than predicted by ab initio 
calculations [3]. In particular the ammonia dlmer was not expected to dissoci-
ate upon excitation with a single 10 6 ym photon 
Experiments showed [1,4] that one 970 cm photon was sufficient to cause 
dissociation of this complex Howard et al [4] studied the IR dissociation of 
(NH-) complexes. Their spectra show a single broad peak at 977.2 cm corre-
sponding to the dimer dissociation and structures due to heavier clusters be-
tween 1020 cm-' and 1060 cm A molecular beam electric deflection study [6] 
demonstrated that the NH_ dimer has a permanent electric dipole moment. Fraser 
et al [1] measured the dipole moment along the dimer axis (0 74 D), moreover, 
they found two peaks between 970 cm and 985 cm which showed a different be-
haviour in their IR-microwave double resonance measurements. In a very recent 
work [5] they suggest that the two peaks correspond with two torsional sublevéis 
of the complex. 
Investigations of NH, complexes m CO [7] and N [8] matrices demonstrated 
the existence of two dimer bands of nearly the same intensity separated by 12 
cm-1 (CO) and 17.5 cm-' (N.), respectively. This suggests that there might be 
also two well separated bands for NH, dimers produced in a molecular beam. In-
deed we observed two broad bands (FWHM = 14 cm ) in the (NH.). dissociation 
spectrum centered at 979 cm-' and 1004 cm . A structure richer than seen by 
Fraser et al [1] emerged in the first band. Dissociation of heavier clusters 
occurred at frequencies between 1020 cm-1 and 1100 cm" , which agrees with the 
results of [4] and matrix spectra [8]. 
In the next section the experimental apparatus is described briefly. Sub-
sequently a discussion of the measured spectra is presented. 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
Since the molecular beam apparatus has been discussed before [9], only a 
short description follows The beam is produced by supersonic expansion of a 
mixture of NH, m He through a 30 ym nozzle into a vacuum chamber For the re­
ported spectra the stagnation pressure was 5 atm The temperature of the noz­
zle can be varied between -50 °C and 150 °C and is stabilized within 0 1 0C A 
conical skimmer separates the first chamber from the second which is independ­
ently pumped In this chamber the molecular beam is crossed by the radiation 
from a CW CO laser This laser with a cavity length of 1 95 m can be operated 
ι rt IO 
single- mode with CO., CO» and N O gasmixtures, providing more than 250 las-
erlines between 880 cm and 1100 cm A piezo electric translator, mounted on 
the laser grating, allows a 75 MHz fine tuning of the laser frequency within 
each laser line The gaussian laser beam is focussed to a spot of 0 8 mm diameter 
on the molecular beam axis The Іачег power in all the present experiments was 5 
Watt. The molecular beam is detected by a Ge bolometer (Infrared Laboratories) 
operated at 4 2 К This very sensitive device is located in a third vacuum cham­
ber, 400 mm from the interaction point 
The dissociation spectra were obtained working with a continuous molecular 
beam and modulating the radiation of the laser The modulated bolometer signal 
was preamplifled, fed into a lock-in amplifier and averaged by a microcomputer 
The reproducability of the observed spectra was better than 5 % 
RESULTS 
( N IVn 
A mixture of 2 % NH, in He was expanded from a 294 К nozzle The dissocia­
tion spectrum is displayed in fig lb and shows two absorption bands of compara­
ble intensity centered at 979 cm and 1004 cm - The two peaks in the first 
band, at 977 2 cm and 980 9 cm , correspond to those measured by Fraser et 
al [1], the second band has never been observed before Fig la displays a 
spectrum for a nozzle temperature of 248 K, with the other beam conditions un­
changed The two bands which are due to dimer dissociation remain, but new 
structures between 1020 cm-' and 1100 cm appear As already discussed by Ho­
ward et al [4] those correspond to the dissociation of heavier clusters Pimen-
tel et al observed (NH ) - complexes (n>2) in a N. matrix [8] at frequencies 
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cluster dissociation (a.u.) 
1100 
frequency (cm') 
cluster dissociation (a.u.) 
1050 
frequency (cm1) 
cluster dissociation (a.u.) 
1050 
frequency (cm') 
Fig.1 a,b) Cluster spectrum for 2% NH. in He, nozzle temperature 248 К ( a ) , 
294 К (Ъ) 
с) Cluster spectrum for 5% NH_ in He, nozzle temperature 423 К 
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from 1015 to 1065 cm" . Varying the nozzle temperature from room temperature to 
1500C we noticed that the dimer signal decreased only a factor of two, whereas 
for dimers of SF,, SiF, and SiH, a very drastic dependence has been observed 
[10]. This observation suggests that the dimer bond in (NH.), is much stronger 
than in the other complexes. 
Additional evidence for a rather strong NH, dimer bond has been given by 
Buck et al. [19]. In a scattering experiment with a secondary He beam an energy 
of 520 cm was transferred to NH, dimers without causing their dissociation. 
This gives a lower limit of 520 cm to the binding energy of (NH„)„, the upper 
limit is 970 cm - 1. 
For very cold beam conditions (fig. la) a broad band is observed, which 
corresponds to heavier clusters. This broad band consists of a few bands which 
emerge one by one, when the beam temperature is varied. Apparently trimers and 
tetramers give rise to different spectral structure. Peculiar of the cluster 
spectra of NH, is that dimers and heavier clusters produce well separated ab­
sorption bands. 
A third spectrum (fig. 1c) has been recorded for 5 X NH, in He at a nozzle 
temperature of 423 K. This spectrum shows a few extra peaks and a broadening of 
the two dimer bands. Since the two bands in fig. lb show the same behaviour when 
we change the beam conditions (their relative strength does not change), both 
must be due to the same cluster species, which is shown to be the NH- dimer 
[1,4,8]. 
In order to understand the origin of the two dimer bands we have to consid­
er the structure of the (NH,). complex. Microwave experiments [5] on several 
isotopie species of (NH.), have provided constraints on the dimer structure. Six 
parameters are sufficient to describe the dimer geometry (fig. 2). Three of 
them, the distance between the centers of mass of the two molecules, R, and the 
two angles θ and Θ, have been fixed by the microwave results (θ. and θ are the 
angles between the dimer axis and the С axis of molecule 1 and 2 respectively, 
X, and x, stand for the rotation of the two molecules around their C, axes and φ 1 2 * 3v 
for the rotation of molecule 2 around the dimer axis). The structure suggested 
by Nelson et al. [5] (8^48.6° ,θ2=115.5
0
, X^O 0, χ2=180
0
, #=0° and R=3.3374 к) 
will be taken as a starting point for our discussion. 
This structure for the NH, dimer contains two non-equivalent molecules ; 
one of them (2) is mainly a hydrogen donor , the other (1) a hydrogen acceptor. 
The same nomenclature has been used as for the dimers of HF and HCl [2] . 
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Fig 2 NH, dimer, structure according to Nelson et al [5] 
It has been suggested [4] that inversion of the NH, molecule in the dimer 
might occur, but in the microwave experiments on (NH,), [5] no transitions re-
lated to (hindered) inversion have been observed A study of complexes of NH. 
with other molecules (HCN, OCS, CO , N O and HCCH) [1] has not given any evi-
dence for this inversion either Since the hydrogen bond in these complexes is 
surely weaker than in the ammonia dimer we do not expect inversion to occur in 
the latter The structure which has been proposed by Fraser et al produces a 
very high barrier for inversion In the structure with a linear N-H--N bond, 
however, which is the result of several Hartree Fock calculations [15], inver-
sion seems to be possible for the hydrogen donor 
Since a strong effect of the resonant dipole-dipole interaction in excited 
dimers of SF, and other high symmetry molecules has been observed [10,11], it is 
b 
worthwhile to calculate the magnitude of this interaction m the ammonia dimer 
The v, vibration of NH, is a non-degenerate mode, whose transition dipole moment 
V01 = 0 24 D [14] 
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The resonant dipole-dipole term in the Hamiltonian is 
Hdd = μ 0 1 2 / ( 4 ΐ , ε Ο Κ , ) ' (cos(ei+e2)-3coseicos92) 
-I For 9 = 48.6\0= 115.5° and R=3.3374 A , H.. takes the value -0.83 cm"1 . This 
1 2 ad . 
value is negligible in comparison with a splitting of 25 cm between the two 
dimer bands at 979 and 1004 cm . Considering H, , as a perturbation of two lev­
els which are already 25 cm spaced, the additional shift is less than 0.1 
Since we ruled out the possibility of inversion and calculated the negligi­
ble effect of resonant dipole-dipole interaction, we can conclude that the two 
bands in the dimer spectrum originate from the excitation of the two 
non-equivalent NH, molecules in the dimer. Similarly the two dimer bands ob­
served in matrix experiments [7,8] were explained as excitation of two 
non-equivalent molecules which, however, were assumed to form a complex with a 
linear N-H--N hydrogen bond. Hartree-Fock calculations yield, for the geometry 
θ =100.9°, θ =153.4°, χ =180°, χ2=Ο°,φ=0
ο
 and R=3.3672 A, obtained in [16],two 
dimer vibrations for each fundamental vibration of NH,. Since the Hartree-Fock 
calculations [16] yield monomer absorption frequencies which are about 20 % too 
high, we scaled all the reported frequencies down by 20 %. The dimer frequencies 
corresponding to the v„ (umbrella) mode of the NH molecules are separated by 7 
cm (after scaling). 
Assuming the structure proposed by Nelson et al., the excitation of the v. 
(umbrella) mode in two non-equivalent NH. molecules in the dimer produces two 
different dimer vibrations. Since no Hartree-Fock calculations are available 
for Nelson's structure we tried to calculate the separation between the two di-
mer-vibrations using a simple model. In first approximation we substitute the 
two NH molecules in the dimer by two dipole moments, which are different for 
ground- and excited state [12]. The difference in dipole-dipole energy between 
the ground- and excited state of the dimer amounts to 
ΔΕ = (4πε
η
) »(y (μ - ν J / R 3 ) · (Зсоз .соз - с о з О . + , ) ) (1) 
О g e g 1 2 1 2 
where u and μ are the permanent dipole moments of ground- and excited state of 
the NH monomer.respectively. According to eq.(l) the excitation of either of 
the NH molecules in the dimer yields the same value for ΔΕ (=4.76 cm ), thus 
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there is no splitting. But this equation is only valid for ideal dipoles, i.e. 
point dipoles. Certainly it is not valid for physical dipoles (N-H = 1.01 A) at 
a short distance (R=3.3374 λ). In the latter case we have to modify the model and 
assume a charge distribution for the monomer (in ground- and excited state) and 
calculate the total electrostatic energy of one of the NH, molecules, in the 
electric field produced by the other NH,. 
By IR high resolution measurements Shimoda et al. [12] obtained dipolo mo­
ments μ and u as well as accurate values for the rotational constants. We de-
g e 
termined the positions of N and Η atoms in the NH molecule in ground- and 
excited state from these rotational constants. In order to match the observed 
dipole moments we put appropriate charges of q on each Η-atom and -3q on the 
N-atom. The coordinates of the NH, molecule and the corresponding charge q for 
ground- and excited state are given in table 1. Even the quadrupole-moment cal­
culated for this charge distribution agrees rather well with the observed [13]. 
The dimer is built up from two NH molecules, whose relative orientations are 
fixed by the six parameters given in [5]. We assume that the NH distances and 
HNH angles in each molecule in the complex are the same as in the monomer. The 
coordinates of the eight atoms of the dimer in the vibrational ground state are 
listed in table 2. 
The electrostatic energy has been calculated for groundstate (E.) and for 
two different excited states of the dimer (E1 and £_). We find £-£.= 29.6 cm 
and E„-E
n
 = 19.6 cm" . Our simple model yields a splitting of 10 cm ; the peak 
corresponding to the excitation of molecule (1), the hydrogen acceptor, is blue 
shifted with respect to the peak corresponding to the excitation of the hydrogen 
donor (2). Note that both dimer-frequencies are blue-shifted with respect to 
the frequency of the monomer vibration. 
The preceding discussion explains the observation of two dimer bands. Now 
we want to find an explanation for their different spectral appearance. The band 
at 979 cm - 1 is very structured, the other band ( at 1004 cm ) looks very 
smooth. Furthermore, figure 1 shows that increasing the nozzle temperature pro­
duces new peaks around 961.5 and 973.3 cm . In addition, cooling the nozzle 
narrows the bands. This observation suggests that the width of the two dimer 
bands is determined by internal degrees of freedom, which become depopulated for 
colder beams. In their microwave experiments Nelson et al [5] observed two vib­
rational states α and β, whose rotational constants B+C differ by 300 kHz. Dou­
ble resonance experiments [1] showed that the two peaks at 977.2 and 980.9 cm 
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Table 1 
Coordinates of the atoms of the ammonia molecule for ground- and excited (v,) 
state, respectively. Charges of q were put on each Η-atom and -3q on the N-atom, 
in order to match the experimentally observed dipole moments [12]. For this 
charge distribution a quadrupole moment has been calculated (Q
 1 ). 
Ground state Excited state 
HI H2 H3 N 
-0.47335 -0.47335 0.94670 0.00000 
-0.81986 0.81986 0.00000 0.00000 
-0.30439 -0.30439 -0.30439 0.06523 
HI H2 H3 N 
-0.47745 -0.47745 0.95491 0.00000 
-0.82697 0.82697 0.00000 0.00000 
-0.29079 -0.29079 -0.29079 0.06231 
В = 
g 
С = 
s 
q = 
cale 
Q exp 
1.47147 D 
9.9442 cm" 
6.2204 cm" 
0.2763 e 
-2.48 DÀ 
-2.12 DA 
е
 = 
В = 
e 
С = 
e 
q = 
Q«i, : 
1.2480 Ρ 
9.9802 cm 
6.1139 cm 
0.2453 e 
= -2.34 DA 
-1 
Table 2 
Coordinates of the atoms in the vibrational ground state of the diraer, assuming 
the structure proposed by Nelson et al. [5] . 
Hl H2 
0.5414 0.5414 
-0.8199 0.8199 
-1.5149 -1.5149 
НЗ 
-0.3977 
0.0000 
N1 
-0.0489 
0.0000 
Н4 
-0.0710 
0.8199 
Н5 
-0.0710 
-0.8199 
Н6 
-0.6823 
0.0000 
-2.5801 -1.6256 2.2270 2.2270 0.9453 
N2 
0.0589 
0.0000 
1.6406 
Rotational constants: А = 125.729 GHz 
В = 5.118 GHz 
С = 5.046 GHz 
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correspond to α and β In [5] it was suggested that those states are two torsion-
-1 
al sublevéis of the NH, dimer, from the difference m rotational constant -as-
suming a threefold barrier for internal rotation- a barrier height of 700 cm 
is calculated, as well as an energ> difference of 400 MHz between the two tor-
sional sublevéis This hypothesis does not explain the double resonance results 
Changing the barrier to internal rotation by 10 or 20 % for the excited NH com-
plex, we calculated (following the treatment of [5]) that the resulting split-
tings for the torsional states in the vibrationally excited dimer do not exceed 
a few GHz, whereas the two peaks observed in the IR absorption differ by about 
3 7 cm-1 
In order to explain the observed structures we suggest that the NH dimer 
exhibits a tunneling motion as observed in HF dimers Starting from the struc-
ture in fig 2 with θ =48 6" ,0 =115 5°, χ =0°, χ2=180
0
, 0=0° and R=3 3374 Â, we 
can obtain an equivalent situation changing slightly θ , θ , X and X to θ = 
64 5', θ =131 4°, χ =60° and χ^іго" The barrier for this tunneling motion 
should be rather lou Such a tunneling barrier causes a splitting of the levels 
in the groundstate (ΔΕ
η
) and in general different splittings ΔΕ and ΔΕ. for the 
vibrational excited states ν (1004 cm ) and \>, (979 cm - ) The selection 
а о 
rules for infrared transitions in the dimer Γ2,17] yield transitions v + , ν -, v, 
1
 ' ' a a b 
and υ~ with ν -v~ = ΔΕ -ΔΕ and ν,-νΰ = ΔΕ,+ΔΕ- (fig 3) Our simple model using 
only the electrostatic energy of point charges, yields barrier heights of 75.3 
cm
- 1
 (groundstate), 72 8 cm - 1 (υ ) and 62 8 cm (v.) Slightly different bar­
riers are expected to originate comparable splittings 
Considering the dimer as a near prolate symmetric top {k-Ylb GHz, B::C=5 
GHz),the energy levels for the vibrational ground state can be approximated by 
E 0 ( T , J , K ) = Ε(τ) + BJ(J+1) +K
2(A-B) ± | A E 0 ( T , J , K ) 
and for the vibrationally excited states by 
Ε , (τ,J,К) = Ε(τ) + BJ(J+1) + K2(A-B) ±-^ΔΕ .(τ,J,К) 
a,ο λ a,b 
where Ε(τ) is the energy due to the tunneling mode, and ΔΕ
η
 and ΔΕ , are the 
splittings caused by the tunneling barrier The rotational quantum numbers for 
the dimer are denoted by J and K, rotational constants А,В and С are considered 
to be the same for ground- and excited states For a beam temperature of 10 to 
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Fig.3 IR transitions for the NH, dimer, in the presence of a 
tunneling barrier 
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20 К one finds that mainly the К = 0, + l,±2 states are populated Furthermore we 
assume that the tunneling mode is not excited The relatively small value of В 
(=0.17 cm 1 prevents the observation - m our experiment- of J-resolved ΔΚ = 
0,±1 transitions. The J-mamfolds only cause an effective broadening of the ΔΚ 
= 0,±1 transitions In our dimer geometry-the transitions involving υ and v, 
both form hybrid bands, v, however, is mainly a perpendicular band (υ^ μι = 80 
. 20) and the ΔΚ = ±1, LJ =0,±1 transitions should be dominant. For the ν band 
a 
2 2 
we find that y^ : щ - 57 .43. Therefore we assume that the two most important 
features in the v. band are corresponding to the К = 0 •+ 1 doublet. This assump­
tion yields a band origin for v, of about 975 cm-' . We can make a tentative as­
signment of the rest of the spectrum One peak of the K=1"V0 doublet corresponds 
to the R12 laserline (970.5 c m - 1 ) , and the K=l->2 doublet is responsible for the 
intensity around 987 cm . For a higher beam temperature the population of the 
K=2 level increases and the K=2-v2 and K=2->1 transitions appear, the peak at the 
NjO line R28 (961.5 cm ) and the shoulder at R16 (973.3 cm"1) emerge in the 
spectrum of fig 1c. In table 3 the transitions predicted by our tentative as­
signment are listed. A beam temperature of 10-15 К could be estimated from the 
observed spectral width of the v, band. 
Since the tunneling doublets in the υ band are determined by the differ-
a
 _1 
enee in splittings of ground- and excited state, which are smaller than 1 cm , 
we do not resolve them. This tentative assignment can be tested in microwave 
experiments using frequencies between 50 and 100 GHz, in order to measure the 
tunneling splittings in the vibrational ground state. 
Table 3 
Transitions in the υ, band (tentative assignment) 
К •* К' 
0 -» 0 
ι •+ 1 
2 •+ 2 
0 •+ 1 
1 •+ 2 
2 •+ 3 
1 •+ 0 
2 - 1 
973.5 
972.9 
971.8 
977.2 
9 8 4 . 4 
9 9 1 . 0 
9 6 9 . 2 
9 6 0 . 3 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
L
 976.5 
L
 977 1 
L
 978.2 
L
 980.8 
L
 989.6 
L
 999.0 
L
 972.8 
L
 965.7 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
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SiH4-NH3 
Mixed clusters containing NH have been investigated both experimentally 
[1] and theoretically [18]. No information was available on the SiH.-NH. sys­
tem. The hydrogen bond in this complex can only be formed between an Η-atom of 
SiH, and the lone pair of NH„. 
4 3 
We expanded a mixture of 1 % NH , 1 % SiH, in He through a 30 μπι nozzle at 
-1 
room temperature. The spectral region between 880 and 1020 cm has been inves­
tigated. Because the bolometer is not mass-selective, several different clus­
ters may contribute to the spectrum. Contributions due to (NH ) and (SiH.) 
were subtracted after normalization. The SiH, dimer spectrum has been taken 
from [10]. After subtraction of the other contributions only one single peak at 
972.3 cm , due to the mixed cluster SiH,-NH , remained (fig 4). Since the v. 
vibration in SiH, (970.9 cm-') is only very weakly allowed, the observed peak 
must be due to excitation of the strong ν (umbrella) vibration in the NH, mole­
cule. The blue shift of the observed structure with respect to the NH monomer 
frequency is comparable to that in other NH, complexes [1]. A spectral feature 
corresponding to the excitation of the v, mode in SiH has not been found. This 
implies that such a peak was too narrow or too broad to be distinghuished from 
the SiH dimer spectrum. 
cluster dissociation (a.u.) 1 Fig.4 Dissociation spectrum for 
1% SÌH4, 1% NH3 in He, nozzle 
at room temperature, after 
subtracting the contributions 
of (SiHA)2 and (NH3)2. 
Error bar is ± 30 a.u for 
each point. 
960 970 980 
frequency (cm-1) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In the IR dissociation spectra of the NH dimer a second band has been ob­
served. The two dimer bands are due to two different dimer vibrations, which 
correspond to non-equivalent NH, molecules in the dimer The spectral structure 
can be explained in terms of a tunneling motion A tentative assignment of the 
main features in the spectra yields tunneling splittings of 1 5 - 3 cm for the 
ground state of the dimer More detailed information can be obtained in micro­
wave experiments, using frequencies between 50 and 100 GHz It would be also 
very interesting to measure the dimer bands in the Зцт region, where higher re­
solution sources are available. Since the NH dimer bond energy is comparable 
to that of the HCl dimer, their spectra might be obtained using a cooled cell 
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CHAPTER 4 
IR DISSOCIATION OF DIMERS OF HIGH SYMMETRY MOLECULES: 
SF,, SiF, AND SiH,. 
Ьч 4 
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Fysisch Laboratorium, Katholieke Universiteit 
Toernooiveld 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Permanent adress : ENEA-Dip. TIB, CR.E., C.P. 65, 00044 Frascati, Roma, Italy 
ABSTRACT 
IR dissociation of SF,-, SiF,- and SiH.-dimers has been observed by using a bo­
lometer (at 4.2 K) as molecular beam detector. The obtained dissociation spectra 
in the frequency-range from 880 cm to 1100 cm are discussed in terms of vib-
rorotational transitions of the monomer. 
A model which assumes freely rotating constituents accounts for most of the ob­
served features. 
Typical dimer parameters, such as the bond distance and the relative dimer con­
centration in the molecular beam have been obtained. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Present work examines the IR-predissociation of dimers constituted by high 
symmetry molecules. Dimers from several different molecules were predissociated 
upon interaction with 9 - 11 um C0„ laser radiation [1-6]. Whereas low symmetry 
molecules have shown to give rise either to broad peaks in the dimer spectra 
(only very recently some structure has been observed in C_H, dimers [1,2]), or 
to complicated structures as in the cases of NH - [3] and CF Br- [4] dimers, the 
dimer spectra of SF., SiF, and SiH, are relatively simple. Clusters containing 
SF, have been studied extensively by using a mass spectrometer [5] or a bolome-
b 
ter [6] as a molecular beam detector. SiF,-clusters have been studied before 
[4]; on the dissociation of SiH,-clusters no data were available, probably be­
cause there is hardly an overlap between the emission lines of the CO. laser and 
the absorption spectrum of SiH, . 
The three molecules studied all possess a threefold degenerate mode in the 
frequency range 680 - 1100 cm . A simple model has been proposed [5] to explain 
the dissociation spectra of SF--clusters excited near the frequency of the 
о 
threefold degenerate v. mode of the monomer. The model, reviewed in the theore­
tical section, yields a stick spectrum which can account for the positions and 
the relative intensities of the two peaks in the dimer spectrum of SF,. Also the 
isotopie shifts and the relative abundances in the dimer spectrum of SF, are 
properly predicted. Other spectral features can be explained in terms of heavier 
clusters. 
Previous mass-spectrometric measurements on SF.-clusters [5] provided some 
о 
information on relative concentrations of different cluster species for various 
beam conditions. In the present work a bolometer used as a molecular beam detec­
tor has a sensitivity which is a factor 100-500 better than that of a mass spec­
trometer. In addition the spectral information is much more detailed than 
obtained before [4-6], since we use laser lines of three different gases. 
In the next section the experimental apparatus is described and the data 
processing is discussed. In the third section we will discuss a model which 
treats the dimers as two freely-rotating sub-units, which interact during exci­
tation through resonant dipole-dipole forces. Subsequently, in the fourth sec­
tion, the data on the three systems are presented and compared with the 
calculated dimer spectra according to the proposed model. In the last section 
we will discuss the concentration of the dimers under the used beam conditions, 
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the dimer parameters which have been determined and finally the isotopie selec-
tivity of the dimer dissociation 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The apparatus 
The molecular beam apparatus is sketched in fig 1 The beam is produced by 
the supersonic expansion of a mixture of the studied molecule and He through a 
30 vm diameter nozzle into a vacuum chamber which is evacuated by a 1000 1/s oil 
3 
diffusion pump backed by a 80 m /h rotary pump The nozzle temperature can be 
varied between -50 "C to 150 0C and is stabilized within 0.1 0C 
A conical skimmer of 1 1 mm diameter separates the first chamber from the second 
3 
one which is pumped by a 1000 1/sec oil diffusion pump backed by the same 80 m /h 
rotary pump In this chamber the molecular beam is crossed by the radiation 
from a CW CO. laser The laser with a cavity length of 1 95 m can be operated 
12 13 
single-mode with CO. , CO. and N O , providing more than 250 laserlines be-
tween 880 and 1100 cm-1 
Fig.l Experimental set-up 
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The long time power stability is better than 1 % , the frequency stability bet­
ter than 1 MHz. A piezo-electric translator, mounted on the laser grating, al­
lows a 75 MHz fine tuning of the laser frequency within each laserline. The 
laser beam is gently focussed to a spot of 0.8 mm diameter on the molecular beam 
axis. 
The third chamber which contains the bolometer is pumpea пу a juuu i/sec 
3 
oil diffusion pump backed by a 12 m /h rotary pump. Under typical source condi-
-4 -3 -6 
tions , the pressures in the three chambers are ρ = 10 - 10 torr, ρ = 10 
- 5 - 7 
- 10 torr and ρ = 10 torr. The distance between laserspot and bolometer is 
400 mm. As bolometer serves -on a substrate of sapphire (2 mm » 5 mm)- a doped 
Ge detector of 1 mm χ 1 mm (Infrared Laboratories) typically operated at 4.2 K. 
The N.E.P. at 4.2 К is 4.8·1θ"13 WHz" 1 / 2, the responsivity 5·10Α V/W and the re­
sponse time 2.5 ms. During the measurements the response time increases due to 
so called cryofrost , which is formed by condensation of molecules on the cold 
detector surface. The bolometer is well shielded from external sources of heat 
radiation by screens at temperatures of 77 К and 4.2 К and from the laser stray-
light by several screens between laser and detector. 
Gas samples from Matheson (Research Purity) have been diluted by ultra high 
purity He (99.998%); monomer concentrations between 5% and 1% in He have been 
used throughout the measurements here reported. The use of SF, does not ask for 
special cautions. The He-mixture containing the highly corrosive SiF, gas has 
been prepared in a specially built monel vacuum line supplied with water fil­
ters. The He-mixture containing the highly inflammable SiH, gas has been pre­
pared in a carefully pumped reservoir, flushed first by a H. flow and 
subsequently by a SiH, flow for several days. Special care has been taken to 
avoid any presence of oxygen even in the rotary pumps by flowing nitrogen 
through the ballast valve; metallic tubes have been used for discharge. In 
spite of the dilution (2% of SiH, in He), the pump oil suffered from SiO. 
dust-particle formation, after about 100 working hours. 
The measurements 
The dissociation spectra were obtained working with a continuous molecular 
beam and modulating the radiation of the laser. The modulated bolometer signal 
was amplified by a preamplifier (Infrared Laboratories LN-6C) and fed into a 
lock-in amplifier. The lock-in signal has been averaged by a microcomputer 
(Rockwell Aim 65), after subtracting the contribution of the straylight of the 
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laser, ι e the laser-induced signal present even when the molecular beam was 
switched off The straylight contribution was strongly reduced by directing the 
laserbeam through a blackened tube with two 5 mm diameter holes to transmit the 
molecular beam A straightforward correction procedure [6] has been followed in 
order to account for the linear decrease of the bolometer sensitivity during 
each run of measurements This decrease of sensitivity was caused by an increase 
in the response time during the experiment Full spectra obtained at different 
days were reproduced within 5%, and m most of the cases even within 2%. 
The detection of cluster dissociation by a bolometer has some serious draw­
backs One of them is the lack of mass-selectivity Furthermore, the heavier a 
cluster the more efficiently its dissociation is detected (this factor can be 
easily taken into account provided that the dissociation spectrum of different 
cluster sizes is known). The third disadvantage is that cryofrost can be a se­
vere problem (heavy cryofrost causes spikes on the bolometer signal which after 
a short time makes further measurements impossible) and prevents using other 
than very diluted mixtures. Also for this reason we always worked with mixtures 
containing less than 5 % of the monomer in He As measured with a 5% mixture of 
C.H, in He [1] our dynamical range was about 3000, ι e we detected an effect 
3000 times smaller than our maximum cluster dissociation signal, note that the 
latter is in turn 1500 times smaller than the total molecular beam signal 
Its huge sensitivity is one of the advantages of the bolometer with respect 
to a mass spectrometer If the dissociation spectrum for different cluster sizes 
can be resolved, one can measure directly the concentration of each species in 
the original beam. The mass selectivity of the spectrometnc detection suffers 
in fact of the unknown ionization efficiency and fragmentation mechanism, which 
up to now prevented us to obtain quantitative information on the beam composi­
tion. 
In order to obtain the dimer (cluster) concentration in the molecular beam, 
saturation measurements have been performed. The laser power is varied over a 
sufficiently broad range by wire meshes inserted into the laser beam, thus with­
out affecting the mode structure (laserfrequency). 
The magnitude of the total molecular beam signal E can be measured by modulating 
the beam. Since the bolometer is essentially an energy detector, one has 
£ = £ „ + £ , + E . + E , + E ^ (1) 
He kin ads vib rot 
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The main contributions come from the total kinetic energy of the molecules E. 
OJ
 kin 
and of the carrier gas atoms , £„ Any other contribution of He is negligible 
The low temperatures achieved by expanding diluted mixtures ensure that Ε , and 
E are small, nowadays spectroscopic data on molecules cooled in a beam are 
available [7], so that those terms can be estimated By far the most uncertain 
term in (1) is Ε , , ι e the heat released in the physisorption process of the 
molecule on the cold surface of the detector, since it is strongly dependent on 
the molecule and on the surface itself Starting the experiment with a clean de­
tector the adsorption occurs on the sapphire surface, but after a rather short 
time (less than ten minutes, depending on the specific molecule) a layer of mol­
ecules from the beam has been deposited Since there is lack of data on adsorp­
tion of molecules on a cold surface covered by the same species (e g SF, on a 
о 
SF, surface at a few degrees Kelvin), we approximated Ε , with the enthalpy of 
sublimation of the corresponding molecule 
In diluted mixtures saturation of a dimer (cluster) dissociation signal can be 
easily achieved even with a rather low laser power The ratio of the saturation 
signal over the total molecular beam intensity gives the concentration of each 
cluster species with respect to the monomer The mam uncertainty in the values 
obtained is related to the estimate of Ε , 
ads 
Since saturation has shown to occur, we have been particularly careful to 
measure the spectra shown in the fourth section at sufficiently low power in or­
der to avoid this phenomenon. 
Furthermore before discussing the molecular cluster dissociation spectra 
it has to be mentioned that under the present experimental conditions mixed 
clusters with He are not expected in any appreciable concentration Most of 
these complexes are very weakly bound [8] More details on this point, as well 
as on the detection of monomer absorption which can be ovenmposed to the clus­
ter dissociation signal, will be given in the discussion of experimental re­
sults 
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THEORETICAL MODEL 
In this section a model is proposed to calculate the excitation frequencies 
for dimers and heavier clusters, assuming a perturbation of the monomer frequen­
cy caused by that part of the intermolecular potential which depends on the 
vibrational coordinates q.. We consider two spherical top molecules without a 
permanent dipole moment in a weakly bound system. Each of the constituents can 
be excited by an IR photon of suitable frequency, to a threefold degenerate 
mode. (In high-symmetry-molecules - Τ,Τ, , Τ,, 0, 0, , I, I, point groups - only 
three-fold degenerate modes are infrared active [17]). We restrict the treat­
ment to two identical monomers or two different isotopie species of heavy atoms 
in the same monomer molecule. We assume that the molecules interact through a 
nearly isotropic potential. The high symmetry of the monomers involved and the 
corresponding absence of a permanent dipole moment are essential for such an as­
sumption, which is supported by the non complete orientation of solid CH, in 
phase II even at 0 К [10]. In general, an isotropic potential between two mole­
cules 1 and 2 can be written as 
V(R , q q i = V + V + V 
12 1 2 repulsion dispersion electrostatic int. 
where R-, is the intermolecular distance and q and q_ are sets of normal coor­
dinates of the two molecules. In the studied systems the repulsive and disper­
sive terms are mainly responsible for the dimer bond; the electrostatic 
contribution to the bond is expected to be much smaller since we deal with 
non-polar species. A Taylor expansion of such a potential gives 
V(R 1 2, q i, q 2) = V(R 1 2) + -g- Чі +iï-q2+l£V q^  
+
 W * q22 + 3q 3q Ч1 Ч2 + hÍ6her 0rder tertnS 
Since we consider a single photon excitation of one of the molecules in the 
cluster along one of its vibrational coordinates q, the first three terms in the 
Taylor expansion give no perturbation. The quadratic terms (q,2 and q,2) cause 
a shift with respect to the monomer frequency and the mixed term (q.q.) couples 
the excitation in one molecule to that in the other(s), in the cluster. If the 
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variations of the potential - occurring during the vibration - are mainly ruled 
32V by the lowest order electrostatic interaction the term r— q.q„ yields 3 4 ι3ς 2
 ч1^2 
simply a resonant dipole-dipole interaction The advantage of this term is that 
it can be expressed in transition dipole moments, which have been measured in IR 
absorption of the monomers This resonant dipole-dipole interaction between two 
atoms which are excited into (almost) degenerate states is fully treated m [9]. 
The influence of induced dipole moments has not been considered since the polar-
izability is very small (the v. mode of SF, has no Raman activity and the Raman 
activity of the v, in SiH. [Ill and of v, in SiF, [12] is rather weak) 
ч 4 3 4 
Confining ourselves to the resonant dipole-dipole interaction, in first order 
perturbation theory we calculate the energy shifts with respect to the monomer 
excited levels and obtain the absorption frequencies In order to determine the 
transition frequencies in a η-molecule cluster we have to diagonalize а ЗпхЗп 
matrix. Here, dimers will be treated in detail, the calculations can be ex­
tended to larger systems if their equilibrium structure is known [13]. 
The dipole-dipole interaction operator Η,, can be written as 
dd 
Hdd = ^ Г ^ -3«VS 1 2)tf 2· R 1 2 ) } / ( ^ O R J 2 ) (2) 
In this expression μ1 and if are the dipole moment operators non-vanishing if 
sandwiched between ground- and vibrationally excited-states of molecules (1) 
or (2) . The three-fold degeneracy of the involved vibrations enables us to 
choose an easy reference frame, as shown on the top of fig 2 
The 6x6 matrix for the dimer is shown in the same figure The diagonal terras of 
this matrix correspond to the energy levels of an excited monomer The 
off-diagonal elements are the perturbations caused by Η,, In the chosen frame 
the wavefunctions of the monomers are combined to account for the in-phase and 
out-of-phase excitations along a particular axis of the dimer. 
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In the case of two identical constituents (H =H-) these symmetric and an­
ti-symmetry combinations form the eigenfunctions of the vibrationally excited 
dimer 
^ . ± ( ( 1 ) + (2) 
r
x 2 yx yx ' 
v
x 2 vvx *x ' 
„ . s ^ (1) (2) 
у 2 чгу 'у ' 
ψ
β
=
ί (1) . (2) 
*у 2 к9у 'у ; 
ψ 2 _ - (ф2 + ψζ ) 
.а _ 1 (1) (2), 
ψ
ζ - 2 ( * ζ • *ζ ) 
Here the s and a labelling corresponds to the in-phase and out-of-phase combina­
tion of the excitation. Defining 
x = (μοι)
2
·(4πε
ο
^2) О) 
we obtain zero off-diagonal elements and the non-vanishing diagonal elements 
<ψ
5|Η,.|ψ5> = <Ψ5|Η,,| ψ8> = +λ 
χ dd' χ y dd' y 
<*l\\à\*l> = <*;iHddi *;> = -χ 
^ ' « d d ' ^ = + 2 λ 
The eigenvalues correspond to four levels, two of which are two-fold degenerate. 
The two-fold degenerate levels are the final states for the so-called perpendic­
ular transitions of the dimer [5], the two non-degenerate levels correspond to 
the parallel dimer transition [5]. The eigenfunctions ψ ' (where Î = x, y, z) 
are used to calculate the transition strenghts S according to the expression 
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S = Σ | < Ψ ^ 3 | ν , | 0 > | 2 
ί * * 
where μ, = μ + μ.. is the sum of the transition dipole moment components 
of the two monomers along each axis, and |0> stands for the ground state wave-
function. The infrared selection rules require that "Ψ.' ІУ(|0> t 0 ; such a 
restriction is fullfilled only by the ψ? [5]. Thus, only transitions to the lev­
els displaced by -2λ and +λ are allowed, the latter being two-fold degenerate. 
In this way we obtain a dimer excitation spectrum consisting of two peaks, the 
shifts with respect to the monomer frequency being respectively -2λ and +λ, the 
latter twice as intense as the former. 
In the case of two non-identical subunits, for instance of two different iso­
topes of the same monomer, Η and Η are different. Diagonalization yields dif­
ferent eigenfunctions and again six eigenvalues corresponding to four different 
levels (two of which are two-fold degenerate). All the four levels can be 
reached through infrared excitation, the lowering of symmetry being responsible 
for weak activity of the two otherwise forbidden transitions [5]. 
The model discussed up to this point produces a stick spectrum of an 
η-molecule cluster, hereafter it will be referred as "stick model . The rota­
tional sublevéis of the monomers, as well as Coriolis splitting of the degener-
ate vibrations were neglected. - As a consequence of the assumption of an 
isotropic potential each constituent is free to rotate in the cluster. Of 
course only a few rotational levels are really involved , since the considered 
dimers are produced at low beam temperature. 
In the present extended model we consider a dimer consisting of two mole-
cules (1,2) in the vibrational groundstate and with rotational quantum numbers 
J and J respectively. The groundstate of this dimer is given by |0,J >|0,J >. 
We assume that only transitions with AJ., AJ, = 0, ±1 can occur. The excited 
states |1,J!>|0,J > and |0,J1>|1,J'> (i.e. after vibrorotational excitation of 
molecule 1 or 2, respectively) yield the diagonal elements H. and H_ in the 6x6 
matrix we mentioned before. The energy levels of the excited dimer are calcu-
lated by diagonalization of this matrix. Transition frequencies are obtained 
for all the ground states |0,J >|0,J > of the dimer weighted by the population 
of the specific level. This procedure produces a very dense stick spectrum to 
which we will refer as "free rotor stick spectrum" in order to account at least 
qualitatively for the free rotation of the molecules in the diraer. All specific 
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intermolccular potential terms, except the resonant dipole- dipole interaction, 
pertaining to the |1,J'>|0,J > and |0,J >|1,J'> states have been neglected in 
our approach Details of the known spectroscopic parameters used to simulate 
the ground and excited levels of each monomer, and about their population dis-
tributions will be given in the next section 
CLUSTER DISSOCIATION SPECTRA 
As already pointed out, the model presented in the previous section has 
been developped for dimers and clusters of spherical top molecules excited in a 
three-fold degenerate vibrational mode The SF¿ molecule has an octahedral equi-
b 
librium geometry, SiF, and SiH, both resemble rigid tetrahedrons 
The SF, monomer has an inversion centre and posseses only two IR active modes of 
F symmetry, respectively ν at 948 0 cm and v, at 615 0 cm [14], both are 
threefold degenerate, the v, vibration can be excited by 10 \im laser radiation 
First order Coriolis interaction between the degenerate components of this mode 
yields a splitting [15-17] Apart from this interaction, whose magnitude depends 
on the ζ constant, no significant perturbation from other IR active bands is 
expected to affect the molecule in its ν vibration 
The situation is more complicated in the case of the two tetrahedral molecules 
[18]. Infrared active modes of F. symmetry are v,=1031 3969 cm and v,=388 4 
¿ ó н 
cm
- 1
 for SiF. [19], and v,=2189 08 cm - 1 and v.=913 473 cm - 1 for SiH, [11,20] 4 3 4 4 2ft (the frequencies correspord to excitation of the most abundant Si isotope) 
Interaction with 9 - 11 ym laser radiation involves the three-fold degenerate 
asymmetric stretching ν for SiF, and the three-fold degenerate asymmetric bend­
ing ν in the case of SiH, As for the v, mode of SF,, the components of these 
three-fold degenerate modes are Coriolis coupled, the coupling being ruled by 
the ζ, and ζ constants, respectively Furthermore, a second order Coriolis in­
teraction is possible between levels of F symmetry and levels of E symmetry 
[17,18] (transitions to the latter are originally IR forbidden). This kind of 
interaction is especially strong if the interacting levels are rather close 
Further details of the spectroscopy for each molecule which are relevant for the 
present problem will be considered in the discussion of the results 
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S F 6 
In fig. 3 the measured SF, cluster dissociation spectrum is compared with 
о 
the stick spectrum obtained from the original model of [5] and with the dimer 
32 
spectrum of the SF. dimer accounting for the rotational structure of the πίθ­
ο 
nomer. On the basis of a previous mass spectrometric investigation of the same 
clusters, beam conditions were chosen in order to favour the dimers as much as 
possible. To this purpose 5 atm of a 1% mixture of SF. in He was expanded 
b 
through the 30 ym nozzle at room temperature . The dimer beam was crossed with a 
5 W laser beam. The two dimer peaks are evident, as well as two extra features 
32 34 
attributed to SF. - SF. isotopically mixed dimers The stick spectrum fits 
-1 these measurements yielding the parameter λ = 6.8 cm This value is in full 
agreement with the results of [5] According to the model a trimer contribution 
is expected to be responsible for some extra intensity on the peak centered at 
934 8 cm and for the shoulder around 961 cm- . After fitting λ, experimental 
intensities and positions for SF. dimers are compared in table 1 with the stick 
34 
model predictions. The natural abundance of S (4 21%) has been assumed in the 
isotope spectrum calculations and leads to a satisfying fit of the experimental 
data For the present beam conditions a relative tnmer/dimer concentration of 
5 % has been deduced from the intensity ratio (between the areas) of the trimer 
peaks with respect to the dimer ones (taking into account the 1 5 higher sensi­
tivity of the bolometer to the heavier species) This shows that a careful 
choice of the expansion conditions allows a rather pure dimer production. Fur­
thermore present measurements give a strong indication that the SF¿ tnmers pos-
sess preferentially a geometry of a equilateral triangle, since other geometries 
do not produce the peaks found around 961 cm . 
In the discussion of the observed spectrum the possible occurrence of He-SF, 
о 
mixed species has to be considered. The potential well of the He-SF. dimer has a 
о 
depth of =43 cm-', other He-mixed clusters are much weaker bound [8] Previous­
ly, a very weak dissociation signal has been indeed observed, on the He mass, 
upon excitation with the 10P16 (947 74 cnT^.the 10P8 (954.55 cm - 1) and the 
10P30 (934.90 cm - 1) laser lines, due to dissociation of He-SF, (10P16) and 
D 
He-(SF,)7 complexes (10P8, 10P30), respectively [13]. Since our beam conditions 
are comparable we do not expect a significant contribution from He-(SF ) com-
b η 
plexes to our spectra. Moreover, if dissociation of a He-SF, cluster occurs the 
b 
deflection of the SF, fragment with respect to the beam axis will be very small 
о 
(mass-effect). In fact on our detector (bolometer) we will only observe the loss 
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Cluster dissociation (au.) 
930 950 970 
frequency (cm-1) 
Fig.3 a) Cluster spectrum of 1% SF, in He measured at 5 atm and 294 K. 
о 
The solid line is the best fit. Fitted parameters are given in table 1. 
b) Calculated free rotor spectrum with (outer curve) and without (inner 
curve) the influence of end-over-end rotation. 
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Table 1 
SF, Cluster dissociation 
b 
Calculated stickspectrum measured spectrum 
(λ = 6.8 cm" , Δν = 0.0) (1% SF6 in He, 30 ym nozzle, 
P 0 = 5 bar, T 0 = 294 K) 
peak 
p o s i t i o n 
(cm"') 
Dimers 
923.3 
928.4 
934.4 
950.4 
954.8 
955.5 
Trimers 
934.9 
957.7 
961.6 
c l u s t e r 
species 
з
ч-
з
ч 
3
Ч-
3 1
- 6 
"•ν"». 
з
ч-
з
ч 
"»,-'4 
з
ч-
э
ч 
<3Чь 
< 3 2- 6)з 
<34>з 
i s o t o p i e 
abundance 
(%) 
8.0 
8 .0 
90.3 
8 .0 
90.3 
8.0 
85.7 
85.7 
85.7 
t rans i i 
in tens 
(%) 
2 . 5 
1.0 
30.1 
4 . 4 
60.2 
0 . 2 
41.3 
15.8 
28.6 
peak 
p o s i t i o n 
(cm"') 
r e l a t i v e 
i n t e n s i t y * 
(%) 
922.8 
928.4 
934.7 
950.4 
955.1 
955.5 
2 .3 
0 .9 
35.2 
4 .1 
60.2 
0 .2 
* Experimental intensities have been normalized on the 954.8 cm peak 
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of an He atom, for which our sensitivity is a factor 80 lower than for two SF^ 
molecules in the SF. dimer dissociation Note that in case of He-SF. dimer dis-
b о 
sociation it may even be possible to detect an increase of the bolometer signal, 
since the SJ-, fragment retains some of the excitation energy Our zero signal 
D 
at 947 74 cm indicates the absence of He-SF. dimers in detectable concen-
o 
trations under present beam conditions 
Due to the calorimetrie kind of detection adopted in the present experiment, mo­
nomer absorption can be observed as well as dimer (cluster) dissociation, the 
absorption contribution has of course an opposite sign with respect to the dis­
sociation signal (i e excited molecules release extra energy on the bolometer) 
No SF, absorption signal has been detected with laser intensities between 1-5 
b 
W A piezo-electric scan of the single mode laser emission on the N.O RIO line 
performed with much lower power (= 25mW) has shown well known absorption lines 
from low J levels [21] 
In fig 3b (inner curves) a calculated SF, dimer spectrum is shown for the 
most abundant 32g
 1Sotope in the extended model assuming a rotational temper­
ature of 10 К Molecular parameters for -''SF, monomer in the ground state, 
о 
B0=0 0929 cm-', and in the ν mode at 947 976 cm
-1
 [14], (ζ =0 700), В =B , 
Β,ζ =0 0650 cm-' [15] have been used in the calculation of the vibrorotational 
energy levels including the Conolis splitting for the excited states 
E(v3,+) = v 3 + B^CJj+l) + 2B^3(jJ+l) + B 0J 2(J 2+1), with J^J^l (4a) 
E(v3,0) = v 3 + B3J^(jJ+l) + B 0J 2(J 2+1), with J^=J1 (4b) 
E(v3,-) = v 3 + BjJ^J^+l) - 2B 3; 3J| + B 0J 2(J 2+1), with J^Jj+l (4c) 
In this equation excitation of molecule 1 is assumed. The octahedral field 
splitting m the vibrationally excited ν levels [16] has been neglected For a 
temperature of 10 К rotational states up to J=19 have been included in the dimer 
spectrum calculation Following [17] the population distribution for rotational 
levels of spherical top molecules, in the limit of high J, has been approximated 
by the expression 
P(J) = (2J+l)2'exp[-B0J(J+l)/kT] (5) 
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Since our calculation yields a high density of lines (10 lines/cm ) only the 
envelope of the calculated sticks is shown in the figure. The introduction of 
rotational sublevéis including the Coriolis splitting produces an inhomogeneous 
line width of about 1.6 cm-1 on each dimer peak. Simulations for higher temper-
atures yielded broader spectral features. Previous spectra [5,6] measured with 
different beam conditions have shown a broadening of the dimer peak as the tem-
perature increases. This trend is properly predicted by the free rotor model. 
Also dimer-degrees of freedom can be involved in the peak broadening with the 
increasing of the temperature. Usually van der Waals stretching and bending 
modes have frequencies of 10 to 50 cm and give rise to distinct spectral fea-
tures [1,2] . Dimer end over end rotation, however, can broaden the dimer peaks. 
The broadening induced by dimer end-over-end rotations can estimated, once 
the dimer rotational constants are known. The rotational constants are calcu-
lated (table 6) using the dimer bond distance obtained from λ. The toi.il width 
of the PQR spectrum is given by [17] 
Δν = (8kTB / h c ) 1 / 2 
eoe 
In our very dense spectrum every stick has been replaced by a gaussian with the 
calculated width in order to account for the end over end rotation of the dimer. 
The result obtained in case of T=10 К is also shown in fig. 3b (outer curve); the 
overall width of each dimer peak is in this case 2.7 cm-', which is in excellent 
agreement with the data. The non-lorentzian profile obtained for the dimer 
peaks reproduces the experimental lineshape rather well; it must be stressed 
that it is originated by the monomer rotations included in the free rotor model. 
Concluding the discussion of the SF, cluster dissociation spectrum, we men­
tion that no evidence for combined excitation of van der Waals modes coupled to 
the ν mode in the dimer has been found in the investigated frequency range from 
-I -1 
900 cm to 1000 cm . Neither has fine structure been observed on the maximum 
of the dimer peaks with the present piezo-scanning facility (75 MHz full range, 
1 MHz resolution). 
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SiF, 4 
Fig. 4 displays three spectra of SiF clusters measured at different nozzle 
temperature (248 К (a), 294 К (b) , 323 К (с)) with 1 W laser power. A mixture of 
2% SiF/ m He has been expanded at a pressure of 5 atm. The parameters obtained 
from a lorentzian fit of those spectra are reported in table 2 As in the case 
of SF,. clusters, we observe the two dimer peaks Their intensity ratio is in 
о 
rather good agreement with the 1:2 prediction of the stick model, but the red 
one is clearly broader than the blue one. Present results are the first com­
plete spectra of SiF, clusters measured in the range 1000 cm to 1060 cm , 
12 
since in [4] only the onset of the red peak could be observed by using the CO 
laser lines. The stick model yields λ= 7.2 cm for SiF, dimers. Results of di-
4 
mer and tnmer calculations are summarized in table 3. 
Table 2 
2 7« SiF, in He , 30 ym nozzle, Ρ = 5 atm. 
Nozzle temperature 
position peak A 
position peak В 
FWHM peak A 
FWHM peak В 
maximum int. A (a.u. 
maximum int. В (a.u. 
) 
) 
248 К 
1016.2 cm"1 
1037.8 cm"1 
8.0 cm"1 
6.5 cm 
311 
439 
294 К 
1015.8 cm"1 
1037.4 cm"1 
8.4 cm'1 
5.9 cm"1 
134 
254 
323 К 
1015.5 cm"1 
1037 5 cm"1 
9.9 cm"1 
5.5 cm"1 
45 
95 
54 
Cluster dissociation (au.) 
990 rato 
юэо 
1060 
frequency (cm-1) 
Fig.4 Cluster spectrum of 2% SiF, in He measured at 5 atm 
and nozzle temperatures of 248 К (a), 294 К (b) and 323 К (с). 
The solid line are best fits. Fitted parameters are given in table 2. 
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In the coldest spectrum (fig 4a) large tnmer contributions are expected 
under the red shifted dimer peak and on the high frequency side of the 
blue-shifted one The intensity of the red peak is indeed increased by further 
cooling the nozzle, but no extra feature appears around 1040 cm This fact is 
rather surprising, even for other than the triangular tnmer structure, most in-
tense tnmer contributions have been calculated in that frequency region A weak 
signal attributed to trimers has been observed in [13] under different beam con-
ditions (1500 torr of a 5% SiF, mixture in He expanded through a 30 um nozzle at 
T=199 K) The absence of observable structure due to SiF, trimers in our spectra 
is strange,the SF¿ spectra show clearly that even a small tnmer fraction can be 
observed Of course the bond distance in the tnmer might be different from that 
in the dimer, which implies that the tnmer peak positions have to be calculated 
using a different value for λ If we take a 15 % larger tnmer bond distance, the 
tnmer peaks would be hidden under the dimers Another explanation could be that 
the tnmer peaks are very broad, due to internal motions in the complex In that 
case they do not give rise to a distinct observable structure 
In fie 5 the purest dimer spectrum measured at Τ , =323 К (a) is com-r
 nozzle 
pared with the free rotor sticks calculated for 28siF dimers at 20 K, (b) inner 
curve, dimer rotations at the same temperature are accounted for in the outer 
curve In the stick model the peak positions calculated also for the "gj^
 aii¿ 
™Si isotopie species (whose abundance is respectively 4 71% and 3 10%), have 
been obtained by fitting the parameter λ and allowing also for an additional 
shift of the spectrum with respect to the monomer frequency A red shift of 1 1 
cm
- 1
 with respect to v. = 1031 3968 cm of [19] yielded the best fit (table 3) 
-1 -1 
The value λ = 7.2 cm differs from the preliminary value λ = 6 2 cm [4] ob­
tained only from a partial fit The assumption of natural abundance for the Si 
isotopes leads to a satisfying fit of the experimental data (fig 5a). 
The free rotor stick calculation (fig 5b) has been performed assuming a beam 
temperature of 20 К and including rotational levels up to J=26 The monomer ex­
cited levels have been obtained from the scalar energy expressions given in [22] 
which include distortions up to the fourth order; the tensorial terms have been 
neglected The analytical expressions for the energies are analogous to (eq 4). 
Significant spectroscopic parameters are B. = B, = 0.13814 cm and Β,ζ,=0 0743 
cm
- 1
, (ζ3=0 534). 
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Cluster dissociation (au.) 
1010 
frequency (cm-1) 
Fig.5 a) Cluster spectrum of IX SiF, in He measured for 5 atm and 323 К 
The solid line is the best fit. Fitted parameters are given in table 3. 
b) Calculated free rotor spectrum with (outer curve) and without (inner 
curve) the influence of end-over-end rotation. 
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Table 3 
Calculation of dimer and trimer stickspectra for SiF, isotopes 
(λ = 7.2 cm"1, Δν = -1.1 cm"1) 
peak 
position 
(cm"1) 
Dimers 
1004.8 
1010.3 
1010.7 
1015.9 
1017.3 
1032.9 
1034.3 
1037.5 
1038.4 
1040.9 
Trimers 
1016.4 
1040.6 
1044.7 
cluster 
species 
4 4 
4 4 
2 8SiF 4-
2W 
4 4 
4 4 
285ΐ
Γ
,-
295ίΡ, 4 4 
4 4 
2 8SiV 2 9SiF 4 
2 8 S i V
2 8 S i F 4 
2 8SiV 3 0SiF 4 
2 8SiV 2 9SiF 4 
(28SÌFA)3 
(28SiF4)3 
(28SiF4)3 
isotopie 
abundance 
(%) 
5.7 
5.7 
8.7 
85.0 
8.7 
5.7 
8.7 
85.0 
5.7 
8.7 
78.4 
78.4 
78.4 
transition 
intensity 
(%) 
1.8 
0.7 
2.8 
28.3 
0.4 
3.1 
5.4 
56.7 
0.13 
0.07 
37.8 
14.4 
26.2 
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The population of the initial rotational sublevéis has been calculated taking 
into acci 
try [17] 
count the nuclear spin statistics g. (!_ = 1/2) in the tetrahedral symme-
P(J) = gJ(2J+l)«exp[-BJ(J+l)/kT] (6) 
It has been verified that for high J g. in SiF, converges to the approximate 
(2J+1) factor used for SF. (eq. 5). The result of the free rotor model calcu-
b 
lation yields again two peaks, roughly in the same intensity ratio. The exper-
imental trend of broader peaks for SiF. than for SF, is well predicted by the 
present model; the larger rotational constant of SiF, is responsible for that. 
The end over end rotation of the dimer has been included in the calculation 
as for SF,; it produces a further broadening of the dimer spectrum. In fig. 5b 
о 
(outer curves) it is shown that a width of 4.9 cm is obtained at 20 K; the 
width calculated at 10 К was 3.6 cm . The profile of the calculated dimer peaks 
is rather similar to the measured one (in fig. 5a). 
The calculations cannot account for the larger width of the SiF, dimer peak 
centered at -2λ with respect to the one centered at +λ. Again the knowledge of 
the monomer spectroscopy can help to understand this phenomenon. In [22] the 
infrared forbidden combination v.+v» of E symmetry has been observed at 1062.4 
cm
-1
. The (weak) activity of this band has been attributed to Coriolis coupling 
with v, through the F_ - E interaction allowed in the T, point group. Unfortu-
natly, as pointed out in [19], spectroscopic data available on SiF, are not suf­
ficient to calculate the v, / (v1+v_) dyades; however, the result is a repulsion 
between the interacting levels. The repulsive effect may be responsible for the 
broadening of the red shifted dimer peak. 
As in the case of SF, dimers, neither evidence for van der Waals modes cou-
D 
pled to v. ,in the range 1000 - 1060 cm , nor rotational fine structure near the 
maximum of the dimer peaks has been found. 
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SiH4 
Fig. 6 shows the dissociation spectra of SiH, cluster measured with 5 W la­
ser power at three different nozzle temperatures (T=248 К (a), T=294 К (b), 
T=323 К (с)), for a 5 atm expansion of 2% SiH, in He. Again two peaks are pres­
ent, but their intensity ratio seems reversed with respect to the stick model 
prediction; even for the highest nozzle temperature this ratio does not approach 
1 : 2 . The parameters obtained by fitting the measured positions with two lor-
entzians are listed in table 4. The fit of the dimer stick spectrum yields λ=4.2 
cm
-
' and a red shift of 1.4 cm with respect to the value given in [20]. The 
dimer and trimer stick spectra, also for 'Si and Si isotopes, calculated for 
this λ are listed in table 5. 
In Fig. 7 the SiH, dimer dissociation spectrum measured at the highest nozzle 
temperature (a) is compared to the free rotor model, (b), the calculation in­
cluding also the dimer end over end rotations is shown in the same figure (outer 
2Я 
curve). In these calculations only Si has been considered. 
Table 4 
2 % SiH in He , 30 ym nozzle, PQ = 5 atm. 
Nozzle temperature 248 К 294 К 323 К 
position peak A 
position peak В 
FWHM peak A 
FWHM peak В 
maximum int. A (a.u.) 
maximum int. В (a.u.) 
903.7 cm" 1 
9 1 6 . 3 cm" 1 
5 . 1 cm " 1 
8 . 3 cm" 1 
298 
174 
9 0 3 . 8 cm' 
9 1 6 . 6 cm" 
5 . 3 c m " 1 
9 . 3 c m " 1 
96 
56 
•1 
•1 
9 0 4 . 1 c m " 1 
9 1 6 . 4 cm" 1 
6 . 1 cm 
9.6 cm" 1 
48 
37 
60 
cluster dissociation (au.) 
300 -
ββο 
900 920 950 
frequency (cm-1) 
Fig.6 Cluster spectrum of 2% SiH, in He measured at 5 atm 
and nozzle temperatures of 248 К (a), 294 К (b) and 323 К (с). 
The solid line are best fits. Fitted parameters are given in table 4. 
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Χ 
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880 940 
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Fig.7 а) Cluster spectrum of 2% SiH^ in He for 5 atm 323 К 
The solid line is the best fit. Fitted parameters are given in table 5. 
b) Calculated free rotor spectrum with (curve) and without (sticks) the 
influence of end-over-end rotation. 
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Table 5 
Calculated dimer and trimer stickspectra for SiH, isotopes 
(λ = 4.2 απ'^Δν = -1.4 cm"1) 
peak 
position 
(cm"1) 
Dimers 
902.3 
903.0 
903.7 
906.4 
907.2 
915.2 
915.7 
916.3 
919.3 
919.9 
Trimers 
904.0 
918.1 
920.5 
cluster 
species 
2 8
s i V
3 0
s i H 4 
2 8
5і
 2 9
5 і н 4 
2 8 S i V
2 8 S i H 4 
2 8
s i v 3 t W 
4 4 
28SiH.-29SiH. 4 4 
28SiH,-30SiH, 4 4 
28SiH,-29SiH/ 4 4 
28SiH4-
28SiH4 
4 4 
283ΐΗ
Λ
-
295ΐΗ
Α 4 4 
С
2 8
З І Н 4 ) З 
(285ІН4)з 
( 2 8 З І Н 4 ) З 
isotopie 
abundance 
№) 
5.7 
8.7 
85.0 
5.7 
8.7 
5.7 
8.7 
85.0 
5.7 
8.7 
78.4 
78.4 
8.4 
transition 
intensity 
(%) 
1.9 
2.9 
28.3 
0.08 
0.03 
3.7 
5.8 
56.7 
0.02 
0.00 
37.8 
14.4 
26.2 
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OQ — 1 
The free rotor spectrum has been calculated for SiH,, with В =2 859065 cm , 
ν =913 A73 cm - 1, В =2 85720 cm - 1 and Β ζ =1 4424 cm - 1 [23], also taking into ac­
count the F - E Coriolis interaction of ν with the ν mode at 970 934 cm , 
(ζ. ,=0 582 [11]) Energy levels and transition frequencies for the υ, / ν 
dyades have been taken from [20] (a full list was available), scalar and tenso-
rial parameters up to the fifth order are included m the used Hamiltonian The 
intensity for each monomer transition up to J=5 [20] has been calculated for Τ = 
20 К This calculation shown m fig 7b accounts for the repulsive effect of 
the v„ levels on the v, 2 4 
In the case of SiH. the results of the free rotor model calculation are 4 
completely different from those obtained for SF, and SiF. A very structured 
spectrum was obtained in the free rotor model which does not reproduce the meas­
ured spectrum at all, only a tendency to the observed broadening of the peaks 
and mixing of the intensity emerged 
A gaussian width of 2 86 cm , due to dimer rotation, has been attributed to 
each calculated stick The result is shown m Fig 7b In spite of the similari­
ties between SiH, and SiF , the present model is not adequate to explain the 
measured silane dimer spectrum The large amplitude bending v„ mode of SiH, may 
inhibit free rotation A more or less locked geometry yields a dimer spectrum 
consisting of two peaks Internal degrees of freedom of the dimer may be respon­
sible for the observed linewidth 
In vain we have tried to detect evidence of dimer dissociation around the 
v. frequency Coriolis interaction is required to render the v. mode IR-active, 
this interaction is effective especially for high J levels [20], which are not 
populated in our expanding beam, this explains the failure of our attempt 
Van der Waals modes coupled to v, have not been found in the investigated 
range 880 - 1000 cm - , and neither any fine structure on the top of the dimer 
peaks 
We conclude this discussion with some general remarks Differences between 
(SiF,)9 and (SiH.) can be attributed to a more locked geometry for the SiH, di­
mer The absence of blue shifted trimer peaks is a striking feature common to 
both the species At variance with SiF, dimers, the SiH, dimers exhibit the ex-
4 4 
pected broadening on the dimer peak at +λ as the beam temperature is increased 
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DIMER PARAMETERS 
Dimer concentration in the beam 
It has been shown before [5,24] that sufficiently high laser power at one 
laser line can cause the dissociation of all the dimers present in a molecular 
beam This does not contradict the inhomogeneous broadening of the dimer peaks 
described by the dressed stick model Since many transitions starting from one 
diraer ground state level are possible, it is sufficient that there is a coinci­
dence of one of these with a chosen laser line under the line profile Our cal­
culations show that this condition is fullfilled with a life-time broadening of 
only 0.1 cm This agrees with the fact that we do not see any structure in our 
scans over 75 MHz As discussed in the experimental section, saturation meas­
urements on a dimer (cluster) dissociation peak allow to obtain the relative 
concentration of that species produced in the beam expansion The dimer dissoci­
ation signal can be saturated most easily for the dimer peak at +λ A typical sa­
turation behaviour is shown in fig 8; an initial linear increase with the laser 
power is followed by saturation The observed linear dependence confirms that 
for the investigated species the dimer dissociation is a single photon process; 
it yields an upper limit (equal to one laser photon energy) for the binding en­
ergy in the complexes. 
bolometer signal (a u ) 
12 -
Fig. 8 Saturation behaviour 
of cluster signal for 2 % SiF, 
k 
i n He, 5 a t m . , 294 K, 
measured on 9P30 
IS 20 
laserpower (W) 
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The data shown in fig. 8 have been fitted by a two parameter (S., c.) Lam­
bert-Beer equation 
S = S^Il-expC-CjD] (7) 
in which S is the measured dissociation signal intensity and I is the laser pow­
er. Since for low laser power the exponential Beer's law is not affected by or-
ientational holeburning effects [25], we can obtain S by extrapolation of the 
data using eq. (7). For high laser power the value of S corresponds to satu­
ration (S
n
) and yields the total dimer signal which has to be compared with the 
total molecular signal detected on the bolometer (E - £„ in eq. (1)). For the 
investigated systems the sublimation enthalpy of each monomer [26,27] has been 
used to approximate E , in Eq(l). Dimer concentrations of 0.33 %, 0.25 % and 
0.03 X have been obtained for respectively SF,, SiF, and SiH, , for beam condi-
6 4 4 
tions in which the dimer formation was favoured. 
A relative SF, trimer/dimer concentration of 5 % has also been obtained 
6
 _I 
from the intensity of the trimer peaks found at 957.7 and 961.6 cm with re­
spect to the dimer peak at 954.8 cm . This trimer concentration accounts for 
the extra intensity (a 1.2:2 
on the dimer peak at 934.4 cm 
ratio in stead of the expected 1:2 ratio) measured 
-1 
Bond distance 
-3 
As eq. (3) shows the experimental parameter λ is proportional to < R 1 9
 >
, 
-3 -3 -1/3 
which is the expectation value of R.» . We estimated how much (<R19
 >) dif­
fers from R-, the equilibrium distance in the dimer, using eigenfunctions of an 
harmonic oscillator. The difference was smaller than 2 % for SF, and SiF, and 
6 4 
smaller than 5 % for SiH,. Apparently R
n
 is well approximated by (<R1 ~ >)
_
 ' . 
The values of R obtained in the present measurements are reported in table 6 
and compared with the average distance R obtained from density measurements in 
liquid phase [28]. A systematically shorter bond distance in the case of present 
gas phase experiments is found. 
Another source of information on bond distance are is formed by the measurements 
of second virial coefficients, polarizability and viscosity. The bond distance 
derived from these experiments strongly depends on the molecular potential used. 
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Therefore we prefer to compare our results only with the bond distance more di-
rectly deduced from density measurements. 
The present values for the dimer bond distance have been used to calculate 
the dimer rotational constants, also listed in table 6. The highest symmetry di-
mer configurations have been assumed, a C, symmetry about the F-S-F F-S-F axis 
for the SF, dimer, a C, symmetry about the Si-X Si-X axis for the SiX, dimers. 
Table 6 
Jimerparameters 
Molecule 
SF6 
SiF4 
SiH. 4 
XCcm"1) 
6.8 
7.2 
4.2 
y01(D) 
0.367 
0.276 
0.21 
R0(8) 
4.8 
3.75 
3.74 
R(8) 
5.8t28I 
4.3f28J 
4.2f28J 
Beoe(MHz> 
257 
528 
2200 
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Dissociation energy 
With the aim to obtain information about the dimer binding energy, the di­
mer dissociation has been measured as a function of the nozzle temperature. Re­
sults for (SiF,) and (SiH,)» are shown in fig. 9 and compared to the NH dimer 
whose dissociation energy is known to be much higher because of the hydrogen 
bond [3]. The temperature during the collisional part of the expansion affects 
the dimer concentration by two different processes. It defines the equilibrium 
constant for the dimer formation-dissociation reaction, and rules the dimer dis­
sociation due to effective collisions with the carrier gas. 
bolometer signal (a.u.) 
1000 
500 
- *· 
о I—V 
300 350 400 
nozzle temperature (K) 
Fig.9 Cluster dissociation versus nozzle temperature for (NH,)-, (SiH,)_ 
and (SiF,)„. The solid lines are drawn by hand through the experimental points. 
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Both the processes depend only on the dimer binding energy (heat of formation) 
in the absence of any barrier In a computer simulation, according to the formu­
las given in [30], the final dimer concentration has been calculated integrating 
over the temperature during the expansion and assuming local equilibrium A 
rather weak dependence on the dimer binding energy has been observed, which is 
not suitable to interprete the data shown in fig 9. 
Isotopie shift 
As proposed in [29] infrared photodissociation of dimers (clusters) can be 
applied to isotope separation With respect to the monomer species, the dimers 
(clusters) present the advantage to require much less power to be dissociated. 
Present work has shown that the dimer binding energy is much lower than the en­
ergy of one laser photon in the 9 - 11 ym range Single photon dissociation has 
been obtained on other systems [3] for which a stronger bond was assumed 
As shown in table 1 and 3, large isotopie shifts occur also in the dimer if the 
monomer vibration involves the motion of the isotopie substituent This is the 
case for v, in SF, and in SiF,; excitation of the v, mode in SiH, dimer is less 
З о н 4 4 
suitable for isotopie separation (see table 5). In fact this mode corresponds 
with the H - Si - H bending and thus it possesses a small isotopie shift [20] . 
Furthermore, present experiments have shown that the dimer concentration in the 
beam is usually a few tenths of a percent only, under beam conditions where the 
concentration of heavier clusters is minimal. This fact has to be taken into 
account in evaluating the duty cycle of a laser induced isotope separation which 
is based on a dimer dissociation scheme 
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ORIENTATIONAL HOLE BURNING FOR DIMERS IN THE LIMIT 
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Dimers can often be treated as prolate symmetnc tops with their symmetr} axis along the dimer axis In that case thermal 
excitation results in У Wj ^> К if the moment of inertia around the dimer axis can be assumed much larger than the moment 
of inertia along an axis perpendicular to it bxpressions are derived which describe the near saturation behaviour of 
perpendicular and parallel excitations for J \tj » К simple analytical expressions arc obtained 
1 Introduction 
In dimer spectroscopy, pulsed and cw lasers are 
used to predissociate the complexes [1 11] The 
power available often drives the observed transi­
tions into saturation, with consequent broadening 
of spectral features and dimer-fractions of a few 
percent remaining undissociated 
Under such circumstances it is not permissible 
to take into account all possible directions of the 
dimer axis by introducing a factor 1/3 in front of 
the squared transition dipole moment, as is com­
mon practice in linear spectroscopy There may be 
"die-hards" amongst the dimers, with orientations 
such that the polarized laser field is not able to 
induce transitions An example is given by the 
parallel transition peak for (SF 6) 2 (at 934 9 cm" 1 , 
see refs [7-9]) where the induced vibrations along 
the dimer axis are perpendicular to the laser E-
field, li J = Mj» K, 1 The quantum numbers J 
and Mj desenbe the end-over-end rotational angu­
lar momentum of the dimer and its projection 
onto the direction of the laser £-field, the quan-
tum number К stands for the projection onto the 
dimer axis [12] The dimer axis rotates m a plane 
perpendicular to the direction of the laser £-field 
such that μ E = 0 and no transitions take place 
1
 Work supported by Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek 
der Matene (FOM) 
On the contrary, orientations with J » Л/,, К, 1 
show transitions leading to predissociation and 
disappear from the collection of dimers This ef­
fect is indicated in the title of this paper as onen-
tational hole burning 
Treating the case of photodissociation of a di­
atomic molecule by an electronic transition, Ling 
and Wilson [13] calculated and demonstrated the 
effect of onentational hole burmng on the photon 
fragment angular distribution Recently, de Vnes 
et al [14] applied these effects to study the in­
fluence of molecular alignment on chemical reac­
tion probability In a numerical analysis Altkom 
and Zdre [15] showed thai by onentational hole 
burning, saturation strongly influences the polari­
zation of the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), it 
has to be taken into account when the Л^-stale 
distribution is to be extracted from LIF measure­
ments 
We address ourselves to the IR vibrational exci­
tation of molecular dimers possessing rotational 
wavefunctions of the prolate symmetne-top type, 
thus extending the treatment of ref [13] From the 
limit for large quantum numbers (section 3) simple 
analytical expressions are obtained, yielding the 
effect of onentational hole burning on the dissoci­
ation probabihty and hneshape (section 4) Impli­
cations for practical cases (i e (SF6)2 and ( C 2 H 4 ) 2 ) 
are bnefly considered In section 5 we will com­
plete this paper stating our conclusions 
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2 Derivation of the dimer transition matrix 
elements 
The transition strength is governed by the 
squared matrix element ß2fl
 г
, where the subscript 
ζ designates the z-componenl, taken along the 
direction of the laser £-field 
In a molecular fixed frame ({'-axis along dimer 
axis) the cartesian components of a vector μ are 
given by (μ(, μ , μ^) The z-component yields 
μ. = μ ( sin β cos γ + μ, sin β sin γ + μ { cos β (1) 
Here, α, β and γ stand for the Euler angles which 
transform the space-fixed coordinate system into 
the molecular fixed one [12] 
The initial state (of a symmetncal-lop-like 
molecular complex) is characterized by a rota­
tional wavefunction |rot) =(-)'"J + K[(2J + 1)/ 
8 ι τ 2 ] 1 / 2 £ > ^ ( α , β, γ), and a vibrational wave-
function |vib) 
Because of the usually low temperature of noz­
zle beams containing an appreciable fraction of 
dimers, we assume the dimers to be in their ground 
vibrational state, |vib) = |0) The final state is 
characterized by |vib') and \rol') = (-)~м'*к 
Xl(2J'+ 1)/9112]^20^
к
 (a,ß,y) The transition 
dipole component interacting with an £-field along 
the r-axis in the laboratory frame is given by 
/»oi , = <vlb'l (rotVf S l n ß cos у + μ, sin β sin γ 
+ μ
ί
 cos/8| rot) |vib> (2) 
The excited wavefunction |vib') is characterized by 
the direction of its transition dipole moment with 
respect to the dimer frame 
In mixed dimers where only one of the molecu­
lar constituents actually vibrates, |vib') can be 
described by |£), |τ|) or |f) The excited vibra­
tional states | t ) , |η) and |f ) have their transition 
dipole moments along the {-, η- от f-axis respec­
tively Linear combinations are admissible 
For homo-molecular dimers ]{,) for instance 
means that constituent 1 of the dimer is vibration-
ally excited with a vibration along the í-axis 
In case of (SF t)2 and lymode excitation the 
degeneracy among the states If,), |т),) and If,) is 
partially lifted, due to the resonant dipole-dipole 
interaction [7] Its "IR active states" (those acces­
sible from the ground state by absorption of an IR 
photon) are 
h b ' > = [ | f 1 ) + | f 2 ) ] / 2 , / 2 , (3a) 
| v ib ' )=[( ] í 1 ) + | í 2 ) ) ± . ( h 1 ) + k ) ) ] / 2 (3b) 
The general case, see eq (2), contains products of 
three Z)-funclions integrated over α, β and γ A 
parallel transition yields 
foi A\\)-&Mj »jSK к 
X [(2Г + 1)(2У + 1)] 1 / 2( -у"'*" 
IJ' I J ) 
XPaib^-Mj 0 Mjj 
«Ui i)· <*> 
with S||= (vib'|/»{|vib)/n01 A perpendicular tran­
sition yields 
»»Ol .•(- L ) = S M J Mj^K-H к 
х[(2У'-1-1)(2У + 1 ) ] 1 / 2 ( - ) - ' + 'г 
x (-(tf±i) ±i *:)· ( 5 ) 
with 
5 * = < іЬ' |Тм 4 + ім,| і Ь > ^ 0 1 
Here, μ01 stands for the transition dipole moment 
of the monomer and the coefficients S
n
, S * de­
scribe the relative strength of a specific type of 
dimer transition Eqs (4) and (5) show that transi­
tions with J' "J, J ±1 are possible 
3. The J, Mj » AT, 1 approximation for the 
transition probability 
The transition probability is proportional to 
Ιμ,, _(|| or X)| 2, for a transition from | .Ш,К>Р) 
to a definite final state We consider the sum over 
all final states leading to the same vibrational 
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transition frequency, ie K'= K, J' = J, J ± 1 
for the parallel transition and K' = К ± 1, 
J' = J, J ±\ for the perpendiLular transitions The 
two different sums are indicated by Σ
η
 and Σ ± 
and, with the usual average [1/(27+ \)Σ
Μ
 ], 
t J' 1 7 \2[ 7' 
x\ -Mj о м
у
Ц - л : 
with 
ГОІІІ = І< 1 Ь ' К Ь Ь > | , 
¿\ί»/, = · Σ ± Η 2 ^ + 1)(27' + 1)μ 2 0 1 1 
(6a) 
7' 
-A:' 
ι 
0 
1 
K' 
M, 
with 
P-li | ( ν ^ | μ { | ν Λ > | + | ( v i b ' ^ | v . b > | (6b) 
In the following we assume 7 ». 1 
For the parallel transition one has 
+ ( 7 2 - M / 2 ) ( 7 2 - J f 2 ) / 2 7 4 ] (7) 
The first term within the brackets originates 
from the 7' = 7 transitions We assume К <к 7 and 
put Mj/J1 = cos2e Then 
V ? / · - MM , [ ( * V / 2 ) cos2ff + i - i cos2ö] 
= ÍM 2 0 1 | | ( l -cos 2e)+ (8) 
If one takes the usual onentalional average [1/(27 
+ \)Σ4 ], a procedure which is equivalent with 
putting cos29 = 1/3, one finds 
For perpendicular transitions we proceed similarly 
and obtain 
Ziti/,- Mm χ [ i c°s20 + i ( l - «'S2«)] (10) 
Here, the first term stems from 7' = 7 transi­
tions, the second from 7' = 7 ± 1 transitions Thus 
V ..2 _ 1 2 
*· ¡.I1,/ . 'Moi . (12) 
4. Calculation of beam attenuation and the 
influence of orientational hole burning 
If the interaction time laser-dimer is t and the 
transition rate /·,, one finds for the probability of 
predissociation [5,8] 
r, i=/,(l9)21T(F/c)(M201// I2 fo) 
x{g ,5 , ( i ; / 2 ) / [ ( - ' -> ' , ) 2 + ( r , /2 ) 2 ]} , (13) 
with [eqs (8) and (9)] 
/ , ( ö ) = H 1 - c o s 2 0 ) . Il-transition (14) 
and 
ƒ,(*) = Ì U + cos20), J.-transition (15) 
Both fl expressions yield 1/3 as average over all 
Mj/J values In eq (13), hvl describes the energy 
of the ith state and Γ, its width, gl stands for the 
degeneracy of state ; and 5, for its relative transi­
tion strength, the non-degenerate ground state is 
given zero-energy The effect of power broadening 
has been neglected in eq (13) assuming Γ, (which 
is typically > 1 c m - 1 ) , much larger than the Rabí 
frequency μ01 £ l a s e r/A The laser interaction (laser 
photon energy Ay) is charactenzed by the fluence 
F 
In case of the (SF6)-dimer, the ||-transition has 
Sl = 2 and g, = 1, the perpendicular one 5, = 2 and 
g, = 2, see refs [8,9] 
For molecular beam dimers possessing a single 
orientation Mj/J = cos θ of their angular 
momentum vector, 7, the attenuation due to pre­
dissociation is given by 
Л,(0) = 1-ехр(-г ,О (16) 
Averaging over all orientations leads to [9] 
Ä, = (1/4IT) J (αφ асоз АХ ) 
= 1 -(l/H,) e x p ( - « ^ / " ' d t f ехр(Я 2 ) 
rff. ¡¡μ
2
0ι Jl + œs
2
e) (И) = l - ( l / ^ ) D a w ( ^ ) , (17) 
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with H = HI cos θ and Я, = (3f,í/2)1/2 for paral-
lel transitions, and 
Ä, = \ - ( 1 / Я | ) е х р ( - / / , 2 ) Г " е х р ( - Я : ! ) d Я 
•Ό 
= l - ( W 1 / 2 / ^ , ) < : x p ( - W , 2 ) Ειί(Η,), (18) 
with Я = Я, c o s í and Я, = (3r,//4)1/2 for per­
pendicular transitions Here /•,/ is defined as the 
conventional onentational averaged probability on 
predissociation obtained from eq (13) after put­
ting /До) = 1/3 In the following we will use rj as 
a saturation parameter The Dawson function, 
Daw(x), and the error function, Erf(jc), are tabu­
lated and are also available as standard functions 
in Fortran 
The remaining beam fraction is given by Д, = 1 
- A,, this quantity shows very strong influence of 
the type of transition considered For strong 
fluences and ||-transilions eq (16) yields [9] 
Ä 1 ( | | ) - l / 3 r 1 / + (19) 
Instead of this slow diminution for increasing 
values of fj one finds for strong fluences and 
perpendicular transitions [9] 
R,( 1 ) = or'/2 exp( - Гг,І/Л)/2(Гг,І/4)1/1 + 
(20) 
In order to calculate the remaining beam frac­
tion R, for ал actual beam of dimers radiated by 
an IR laser, one has to keep in mind that apart 
from the distribution over A/,-states, there is also a 
distribution over internal (i e J) slates, each hav­
ing Us individual c(-value Since this distribution 
over v, is often quite narrow (low internal temper­
ature of supersonic beam) compared with a typical 
r¡ > 1 cm - 1 , this extra averaging over vl will be 
neglected For dissociation of dimers by laser pho-
tons (3,16] a fluence dependent quantity can be 
defined which approaches the true cross section in 
the limit of r,t « 1 
« ^ - ( Α ' / Ο ΐ η ^ , ) (21) 
σ is maximal for i> = pl and has a spectral 
profile with a width (fwhm) defined to be equal to 
Γ if onentational hole burning is neglected, put­
ting ƒ,(#)= 1/3 eq (21) simplifies to the expres­
sion of the true cross section for dissociation of 
dimers by photons (for all fluences) 
o^rjhv/F (22) 
According to eq (13), al has a lorentzian spectral 
profile with a width f] 
а, = (2 Зс)[(Аг)
Л
2
0 1/Л
2
£
о
] 
χ{{ι,3,Γ/ί)/[{*-:Ϋ + ΜΫ\) (23) 
To investigate the effect of onentational hole 
burning [cqs (17) and (18)], we have calculated the 
remaining fraction, K,, of dimers for a parallel 
and perpendicular transition as a function of 
fluence F The results for (SF6)2 are displayed in 
the upper panel (a) of fig 1 To make this plot 
useful for a general case the ordinate scale has also 
been expressed in units of the saturation parame­
ter r,/ Especially for parallel transitions the devia­
tions from a pure exponential decay become al­
ready considerable for r,» ^ 1 5 As indicated by 
doited curves the behaviour at high fluences fol­
lows asymptotically from eqs (19) and (20) Ap­
parently the "die-hards" amongst the dimers, 
which possess unfavourable orientations for exci­
tation by the linear polanzed laser field, cause the 
remaining beam fraction Rl to lag behind with 
respect to the pure exponential case This of course 
leads to a smaller value of the quantity a , at 
larger r;/ Together with its asymptotic limits 
a /al has been plotted in the middle panel (b) of 
fig 1 as a function of the laser fluence F (ι e as a 
function of r,/ al fixed v) 
The linewidlh Г
а р р
 is related to the frequency 
dependence of о , which is proportional to 
- I n Л, Neglecting the hole burning effect we 
find that - I n Л, = г,' and the linewidlh Í] corre-
sponds to lowenng r,/ to half its maximum value 
at ν = v,, eq (13) Considering now the hole-burn­
ing effect we can see in panel (a) of fig 1 that we 
have to decrease r,/ by more than a factor two in 
order to halve - I n R, The value of Г.„, thus 
ι a p p ' 
larger than Г,, is obtained from \v - vl\ chosen 
such that ihe proportionality factor (Г/2)/ 
[(Γ,/2)2 - (ν - vf] in eq (13) lowers в
а р р
 to half 
its maximum value at r = vl The dependence of 
Tjpp/r, upon F (for (SF6)2 as a function of F, and 
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for the general case as a function of rj, at ρ - vl = 
0) is shown in panel (c) of fig. 1. As can be 
deduced from inspecting о /al in panel (b), the 
high-fluence behaviour of Г / Í ] -» [(r/)172 -
1]1/2 for a parallel Iransilion [following from eq. 
(19)] will be reached at r,! > 10 and falls outside 
the range of panel (c). 
For small transition rates the asymptotic be-
haviour of r a p p /J] can be found from eqs. (13) 
and (21) 
° a p p = - ( ' » 7 f ) I n [ e x p ( - ' · , / ) ] , 
if the exponent and logarithm art 
terms proportional to (r,f)2 
(24) 
e expanded up to 
(25) 
With JJÏÏ) = 1/3 and /,2(l9) = 2/15 (||-case) and 
7/60 ( J. -case) [see eqs. (14) and (15)] one obtains 
non-lorentzian profiles 
«-»-(»»/''Mi-iO'.'). Il-case· 
-app 
and 
О а р р И Л ' / ^ ' О - . ^ , ' ) . J - - r e ­
inserting eq. (13) one calculates 
Γ.ρρ/Τ,-1 + ΑΓ,ί, Il-case 
and 
r
a
p p / ^ = ! + &,'· -L -"se. 
The starting slopes of fig. 1 are in agreement with 
these asymptotic expressions. 
Besides the theoretical example of (SF6)2 dis­
cussed above, for which no experimental data are 
(26a) 
(26b) 
(27a) 
(27b) 
ι ί,ι/α 
* Fig 1 Influence of onentational hole burning for dimcrs [ e j . 
(SF6)2l l a 'he upper panel (a) the remaining fraction R, 
of (SF 6 ) 2 dimcrs is plotted ( ) for a parallel transi­
tion ( · - • 9-*, R,, ||), and for a perpendicular transition 
( · · . Λ,, ± ), as a function of laser fluence F (sec upper 
scale) We use Г, = 1 5 c m - 1 and μ 0 1 - 0 387 D (8.9] The 
honzonlal scale at the bottom has been chosen in umts of 
f,1/a The staling factor α has the value 1 and 2 for a parallel 
and perpendicular transition respectively For purpose of com­
parison broken lines ( ^indicate the exponential depen­
dence, which results from a calculation neglecting the onenta­
tional hole burning The dotted curves ( ) indicate the 
asymptotical behaviour, valid for г(/ з> 1, as calculated from 
eqs (19) and (20) In panel (b) σ,,,ρ of eq (21) R, is displayed 
versus F at ν - ν, and versus r(;/a In the bottom рапе) (c) the 
reduced spectral width Γ/Ι] of o
app has been plotted as a 
function of F The "general" umts of f,l/a relate, for this last 
case, to the laser frequency al ρ — ν, ™ 0 All other notations in 
panels (b) and (c) as in panel (a) 
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available at very high fluence ", there is evidence 
of the observation of oriemational hole burning 
for ( C 2 H 4 ) 2 . Hoffbauer et al. [3], employed pulsed 
C 0 2 lasers with high fluences to measure a spec­
tral width Г,„„ = 17.5 cm" 1 of σ,„„, in contrast to 
app ·ΦΡΤ 
the low fluence value Γ,„„ = 12.1 cm" , obtained 
app 
by Cassasa et al. [16] and confirmed by Geraedts 
[17]. This discrepancy has been discussed, in the 
light of hole-burning effects by Janda [18] and 
Cassasa [19], Hoffbauer et al. [3], investigated also 
(he dependence of the direction of the laser polari­
zation upon (he angular recoil distribution of (he 
dissociation products, which showed an absence of 
such dependence [3,10]. One would be tempted to 
conclude from this observation that the ethylene 
dimer is floppy and consequently that it possesses 
a mixed character (between || and J.) for its 
transition dipole moment. However, when a small 
fraction of all energy is released into translation, 
as shown by Zare [20], it is possible to have a pure 
character for the transition dipole moment (|| or 
J. ) and no influence of polarization. This is be­
lieved to be the case for C02-laser excitation of 
ethylene dimers. 
5. Conclusions 
The orientational hole burning for dimer pre-
dissociation can often be desenbed by very simple 
expressions. The limiting cases of parallel and 
perpendicular transitions have been discussed. 
In practice, combinations of both transitions 
can occur (hybrid bonds) leading to results inter­
mediate to those displayed in fig. 1. Furthermore, 
the approximation J, Mj з> К, 1 loses its validity 
for lighter systems where the З-у symbols have to 
be retained and the spatial average has to be 
calculated numerically. Already for ( C 2 H 4 ) 2 , one 
finds significant corrections [21]. 
4
 A preliminary study [7] reported a non-exponential depen­
dence of Rl upon the laser fluence for fig 3 However, as 
can be concluded from a more detailed study [8]. contribu­
tions of large clusters (truners etc ) are responsible for the 
observed peculiar fluence dependence 
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INFRAROOD EXCITATIE VAN MOLECULEN EN CLUSTERS 
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit vijf artikelen over de interactie van infra-
rood straling (9 - 11 vm) met moleculen en clusters. Het eerste artikel is het 
resultaat van twee werkbezoeken van in totaal vier maanden aan het Laboratorio 
di Spettroscopia Molecolare, in Frascati, Italie. Met een continu verstembare 
CO TE laser werden SiH, moleculen geëxciteerd in een één of meer-foton proces. 
Door de laser frequentie in stappen van 0.06 cm te variëren werd een absorp-
tie-spectrum opgenomen in een lage druk opto-acoestische cel. Na vergelijking 
met het lineaire absorptie spectrum van SiH, , konden de meer-foton-overgangen 
worden geïdentificeerd. Berekeningen van C.I. and G. Pierre [1] maakten het mo-
gelijk verscheidene twee-foton overgangen toe te kennen. 
De rest van het proefschrift beschrijft het onderzoek aan kleine clusters 
verricht in Nijmegen. Een molecuul-bundel werd loodrecht gekruist met straling 
van een C0„ laser en gedetecteerd met een bolometer. Na absorptie van een foton 
volgt een snel dissociatie-proces; de clusterfragmenten verdwijnen van de 
bundelas, zodat de totale bundelintensiteit afneemt. Zeer kleine variaties in de 
bundelenergie (1:5·10 ) kunnen worden gemeten door middel van een zeer gevoelige 
bolometer, die zich op vrij korte afstand (400 mm) van het interaktiepunt be-
vindt. Door modulatie van de laserstraling was fase-gevoelige detectie van de 
dissociatie mogelijk. Door de laser te verstemmen konden dissociatie spectra 
worden verkregen. Onder de tamelijk brede (2-12 cm ) structuren die werden 
waargenomen gaan vele overgangen schuil, die in verband staan met de interne 
bewegingen in het cluster. De lijnbreedte van déze overgangen kunnen worden ger-
elateerd aan een ondergrens voor de levensduur van het aangeslagen cluster. 
In het dimeerspectrum van C„H, werden combinatiebanden van de v7 vibratie 
met een van der Waals mode waargenomen. Hot-band overgangen van dezelfde van der 
Waals mode werden door ons voorspeld, en zijn onlangs in Göttingen gemeten. De 
observatie van fijnstructuur met een lijnbreedte van 10 MHz betekende dat de le-
vensduur van een aangeslagen С H, dimeer ten minste 16 ns is. Deze conclusie 
wordt ondersteund door recente berekeningen, die een levensduur van 5 \is voor­
spellen. 
Infrarood dissociatie spectra van ammonia-dimeren tonen aan dat de twee am-
monia-moleculen in het complex geen equivalene posities innemen. Een tun­
nel-beweging is de oorzaak van een opsplitsing van de energieniveaus in de 
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grond- en aangeslagen toestand van de dimeer. Deze aanname leidt tot een bevre-
digende verklaring van de gemeten spectra. 
De structuur van de dimeren van erg symmetrische moleculen, zoals SF,., SiF, 
en SiH, word hoofdzakelijk bepaald door de afstand tussen de twee moleculen. 
Aanname van een resonante dipool-dipool-interactie voor de geexciteerde clus-
ters maakt een redelijke fit van de waargenomen spectra mogelijk, behalve voor 
SiH.. De lijnbreedte van de pieken in de (SF,),, en (SiF.). spectra kan worden 
4 6 2 4 2 
gesimuleerd als men vrije rotatie van de moleculen in het complex toestaat. 
We hebben ook enkele gemengde clusters onderzocht, waaronder het SiH,-NH 
complex. 
Tenslotte zijn verzadigingseffecten voor de dissociatie van SF, dimeren 
b 
beschreven in een theoretisch artikel. 
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Curriculum vitae 
Op 6 januari 1959 werd ik geboren te Tilburg. Daar volgde ik een gymnasium 
β opleiding aan het Sint Odulphus lyceum, die in 1977 cum laude werd afgesloten. 
Daarna volgde de natuurkunde studie aan de Katholieke Universiteit te Nijmegen, 
waar in november 1980 het kandidaatsexamen en in december 1982 het doctoraalexa­
men in de experimentele natuurkunde (cum laude) werd behaald. 
Aansluitend werd een promotie onderzoek verricht binnen de afdeling Atoom-
en Molecuulfysica onder leiding van prof.dr. Jorg Reuss Tijdens dit onderzoek 
bezocht ik twee maal het Laboratorio di Spettroscopia Molecolare in Frascati, 
Italie en werkte er in totaal vier maanden. De resultaten van mijn werk in 
Nijmegen en Frascati worden in dit proefschrift beschreven. 
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STELLINGEN 
1. Het werken met een intra-cavity Raman opstelling wordt vaak bemoeilijkt 
doordat het te onderzoeken molecuul dissocieert, bijvoorbeeld in een 
twee-foton proces. 
2. De bewering van Richards en Barrow, later herhaald door Hocking et al., 
dat storingen in de hyperfijnstructuur door een interactie binnen een 
electronische toestand alleen zouden kunnen voorkomen in moleculen in 
Σ-toestanden van triplet of hogere multipliciteit, is onjuist. 
D. Richards en R.F. Barrow, Nature 217 (1968) 842 
V.H. Hooking, A.J. Merer en D.J. Milton, Can. J. Phys. 59 (1981) 266 
3. De bekende formule voor dipool-dipool-energie, die slechts geldig is voor 
punt-dipolen, wordt door Pine et al. ten onrechte gebruikt voor berekening 
van de dipool-dipool-energie in het HF dimeer. 
A.S. Pine, W.J. Lafferty en B.J. Howard, J. Chem. Phys. 81 (1984) 2939 
4. De discrepantie tussen experimentele resultaten en berekeningen aan 
ammonia-dimeren toont aan dat ab initio berekeningen aan clusters 
verre van eenvoudig zijn. 
D.D. Nelson Jr., G.R. Fraser en W. Klemperer, J. Chem. Phys. 83 (1985) 
6201 
Z. Latajka en S. Saheiner, J. Chem. Phys. 84 (1985) 341 
5. Microgolfmetingen tussen 40 en 100 GHz zouden het bewijs kunnen leveren 
voor het voorkomen van een tunnelbeweging in ammonia-dimeren. 
Dit proefschrift 
6. Het door Geraedts et al. voorgestelde model voor SF, clusters zou 
getoetst kunnen worden door middel van clusterselectieve metingen, 
zoals verricht door Huisken et al. 
J. Geraedts, M. Waayer, S. Stolte en J. Reuss, Faraday Diso. Chem. Soc. 
73 (1982) 375 
F. Huisken, H. Meyer, С. Lauenstein, R. Sroka en U. Buck, J. Chem. Phys. 
84 (1986) 1042 
Wanneer de overheid de arbeidskansen voor vrouwen echt wil vergroten, 
dient zij adequate en voldoende voorzieningen te treffen voor de opvang 
van baby's en kleuters. 
Criminelen, die zich hebben schuldig gemaakt aan diefstal of vernieling, 
zouden de door hen veroorzaakte schade volledig moeten vergoeden. 
De lage salarissen voor assistenten in opleiding zullen de belangstellin 
voor promotiebanen voor fysici doen verminderen en uiteindelijk het 
wetenschappelijk onderzoek aan universiteiten en hogescholen onmogelijk 
maken. 
Voor een éénjarige is het erg moeilijk onderscheid te maken tussen de 
woorden 'pappa' (italiaans voor 'pap') en 'papa', vooral wanneer papa 
's morgens de pappa brengt. 
Het is een belediging voor de Italiaanse keuken te veronderstellen dat 
men in Italië slechts spaghetti en macaroni nuttigt. 
Drukkerijen drukken alles naar wens behalve de prijs. 
Marcel Snels 
18 juni 1986 


